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2 Abstract 
 
“Factual Possibility” and “Theoretical Possibility” Expressed by the Epistemic Modal 
Pair May/Might and the Dynamic Modal Pair Can/Could and Their Translations into 
Slovene 
The thesis examines the field of modality in English and Slovene. The starting point is the 
system of the modal auxiliaries in English, specifically the opposition of “factual possibility” 
which is expressed by the epistemic modal pair may/might and “theoretical possibility” which 
is expressed by the dynamic modal pair can/could. The thesis examines the ways in which 
these two types of possibility are translated into Slovene, and whether the same opposition 
can be observed in Slovene. The theoretical part introduces the system of the modal 
auxiliaries in English with special attention on the modal auxiliaries may, might, can and 
could. Ways of expressing modality in Slovene are discussed next. The analysis is based on 
the popular scientific texts from the magazine National Geographic and its Slovene 
counterpart National Geographic Slovenija.  
Key words: epistemic modality, dynamic modality, factual possibility, theoretical possibility, 
can, may, lahko. 
Izvleček 
 
“Dejanska možnost” in “teoretična možnost” izraženi z epistemskim parom may/might 
in dinamičnim parom can/could ter njuni prevodi v slovenščino 
Magistrsko delo obravnava področje naklonskosti v angleščini in slovenščini. Izhodiščno 
točko predstavlja sistem angleških naklonskih glagolov. Naloga se osredotoča na nasprotje 
med “dejansko možnostjo”, ki jo izraža epistemski naklonski par may/might, ter “teoretično 
možnostjo”, ki jo izraža dinamični naklonski par can/could. Naloga raziskuje, s katerimi  
strukturami se ti dve vrsti možnosti prevajata v slovenščino, ter ali je to nasprotje izraženo 
tudi v slovenščini. V teoretičnem delu naloge predstavim sistem naklonskih glagolov v 
angleščini s posebnim poudarkom na naklonskih glagolih may, might, can in could. Zatem 
predstavim načine izražanja naklonskosti v slovenščini. Primeri, na katerih sloni analiza, 
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izvirajo iz poljudnoznanstvenih prispevkov iz revije National Geographic, prevodi pa iz revije 
National Geographic Slovenija. 
Ključne besede: epistemična modalnost, dinamična modalnost, dejanska možnost, teoretična 
možnost, can, may, lahko. 
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3 Introduction 
 
This thesis examines the field of modality in two languages: English and Slovene. English and 
its system of modal auxiliaries represent the starting point. Specifically, the focus of my 
research is the opposition of two types of possibility that are expressed by the English modal 
auxiliary pairs may/might and can/could and how this opposition is translated into Slovene.  
The first part of the thesis examines the theoretical background. It is divided into two sections. 
Modality in English is presented first, starting with the definitions of what modality actually 
is. This is followed by two chapters that approximately outline the scope of modality in terms 
of the different ways in which it can be expressed, and the division of modality in terms of the 
meanings that certain modal categories express. From there on, the focus narrows on 
epistemic and dynamic modality, and even further, on the epistemic sense of may and on the 
neutral dynamic sense of can. I present how they function in assertive and non-assertive 
contexts as well as how they fare in relation to time reference. In the discussion of the past 
time reference, their counterparts, might and could, are discussed too. The penultimate chapter 
discusses some issues of indeterminacy. The final chapter draws a direct comparison of 
epistemic may and neutral dynamic can. Most of the theory is drawn from Palmer’s two 
seminal works on modality, Mood and Modality and Modality and the English Modals. Quirk 
and Leech also feature prominently, and a handful of other authors are consulted as well. 
The second section presents modality in Slovene. The major problem that any researcher of 
Slovene modality faces is outlined in the first chapter. Ways of expressing modality are 
presented and discussed next. It is worth noting that, as opposed to the section on modality in 
English, it is not only the modal auxiliaries that are discussed in more detail. The majority of 
the theory is provided by Hansen and Roeder’s paper “Modals in Contemporary Slovene” and 
by Lenček’s essay on the use of the form lahko. Toporišič also provides a few helpful 
insights, as do some other authors. It has to be said, however, that, compared to English (and 
indeed many other languages), there has been very little work done on modality in Slovene 
and it is therefore difficult to provide a comprehensive in-depth account of it.     
The empirical part comes next. The basis for my research is the publication National 
Geographic – the original texts as well as the corresponding Slovene editions with the 
translations. According to Pisanski Peterlin, popular scientific texts are translated into Slovene 
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relatively frequently and therefore this particular genre is very relevant for the translation 
studies (32).  
The chapter on methodology explains how the corpus that is the basis of my analysis was 
constructed. The results are presented and commented on in the following chapter called 
Analysis and Discussion. This part includes representation in charts and numbers as well as a 
detailed discussion.  
In the conclusion, I sum up the results and try to answer the following questions: 
1. How are the sentences with the epistemic pair may/might translated into Slovene? 
2. How are the sentences with the dynamic pair can/could translated into Slovene? 
3. How is modality expressed in translations? Is the corresponding modal verb used, or is 
modality expressed in another way? 
4. Is modality even translated or is it omitted, and if it is omitted, why? 
5. Do the Slovene translations mirror the distinction between “factual” and “theoretical” 
possibility? 
I expect that the distinction between theoretical and factual possibility that is marked in 
English by the modal auxiliaries can and may respectively will be blurred in Slovene. I do not 
think that there will be any considerable differences in the translations of the two types of 
possibility in terms of the type of expression used. In terms of the type of modal expressions 
used in general, I assume that the corresponding modal auxiliaries will represent a negligible 
percentage of usage in favour of the lahko + finite verb construction and adverbials.   
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4 Modality in English 
 
4.1 Definitions of Modality 
 
Modality is a wide and complex area of language. To start off, let us have a look at how 
selected linguists and grammarians have defined the area of modality. 
Palmer makes the assumption that modality is a grammatical category that is similar to other 
categories such as aspect, tense, number or gender (Mood 1); however, at the same time, he 
notes that the situation with modality is different due to there being “no simple, clearly 
definable, semantic category such as time and enumeration” (Modality 2). He offers proof in 
the fact that various scholars have dealt with modality in many different ways, thus providing 
“a clear indication of the complexity of the issues involved and of the difficulty of arriving at 
any completely simple and completely convincing analysis” (Modality 24). Some definitions 
of modality as a semantic category are presented below. 
Quirk et al. define modality in its most general sense as “the manner in which the meaning of 
a clause is qualified so as to reflect the speaker’s judgement of the likelihood of the 
proposition it expresses being true” (120). Lyons offers a similar definition when he writes 
about the speaker’s “opinion or attitude towards the proposition that the sentence expresses or 
the situation that the proposition describes” (452), while Lewis claims that “modality allows 
the speaker to introduce a personal interpretation of the non-factual and non-temporal 
elements of the event” (52), adding that modality includes notions such as possibility and 
necessity (52). It would seem that the notion of the speaker and their view on, and 
interpretation of, situations is central to the idea of modality, thus making subjectivity its 
defining characteristic, but this is not always necessarily the case.  
Hoye extensively elaborates on the origin of the notions that are expressed by modality. He 
argues that these notions derive from the basic condition of human beings who often 
categorize “their attitudes and experience in terms of the way things might or must be, or 
might have been or must have been, other than they actually are or were” (40). It is this 
capacity, he says, “to envision things other than they are or were, to hold competing and 
incompatible world views” (40), that is essential to our thinking. Therefore, the utterance 
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They may (well) have left is an expression of a state of affairs that is “conceivably real even if 
it is not in fact the case” (40). On the contrary, the unmodalized utterance They have left is a 
“factual assertion about a state of affairs” (40), which the speaker considers to be the case 
(40). 
Another (rather philosophical) way of looking at modality is through the idea of possible 
worlds. A possible world is a place where things are different compared to this world, and 
therefore instead of saying “such and such may be the case” (Hoye 41), one may say that “a 
possible world exists where such and such is the case” (41). In other words, “to conceive of 
things being otherwise is to hold that they are real or true in a world other than the actual one 
we are living in or that they are real or true in the actual world at a moment in time other than 
the present. Clearly there are different types of possible world, each type corresponding to a 
particular modality” (41). But before we delve into types of modality, let us first look at ways 
of expressing modality.  
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4.2 Ways of Expressing Modality 
 
Contrary to what it may look like at first glance, modality can be expressed or marked in 
various ways, not only by means of the modal auxiliaries. Indeed, Palmer observes that 
“modality is not necessarily marked in the verbal element, nor is there any obvious reason 
why it should be, apart from the fact that the verb is the most central part of the sentence” 
(Mood 45). In fact, English has a variety of means that can be employed to express modal 
meanings. According to Hoye, these would include: 
a. Modal idioms such as had better, would rather; 
b. Adjectives such as possible, likely; 
c. Nouns such as possibility, likelihood;  
d. Adverbs such as perhaps, probably;  
e. Modal lexical verbs such as doubt, reckon. (3)  
It would seem, however, that the modal auxiliaries prevail. Indeed, Hoye admits that when 
compared to other modal expressions, the modal auxiliaries “readily lend themselves to 
formal definition and analysis and are the most grammaticalized exponents of the system of 
modality in English” (2). He adds that compared to other Germanic and Romance languages, 
the modal auxiliaries are far more readily established in English (2). As a consequence, it is 
often the case that the study of the modal auxiliaries is synonymous with the general study of 
the semantic category of modality (Hoye 2).  
Despite Hoye claiming that the modal auxiliaries are relatively well established in English (2), 
Palmer recognizes that it is in no way easy to delimit the semantic range of modality and 
consequently to clarify what is to be included in the formal system (Modality 2-3). Biber, for 
example, recognizes nine central modal auxiliaries: can, could, may, might, shall, should, will, 
would and must (483). Palmer, on the other hand, argues that there are six central modal verbs 
(will, shall, may, can, must, ought to), while he considers dare and need to be more marginal. 
He also recognizes several other forms that may or may not belong to the modal system 
depending on which criterion is observed (Modality 3). What Palmer is certain about is the 
fact that may, can and must take the central position in the modal system due to their formal 
as well as semantic conformity (Modality 25). Two of those three, may and can, will be 
discussed in much more detail later. 
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4.3 Types of Modal Meanings 
 
There have been several proposals regarding the number and types of modal meanings that 
ought to be recognized. One of the first ones to offer a classification was Jespersen who 
distinguished twenty subcategories of modality (Hoye 41). While he admitted that the number 
of categories may be disputed, his classification is important due to the fact that he recognized 
two fundamental types of modality: one “containing an element of will” (Hoye 42), the other 
“containing no element of will” (Hoye 42).  
Quirk et al. retained Jespersen’s two fundamental categories, but gave them different names. 
The first group includes meanings such as permission, obligation and volition. All of these 
involve “some kind of intrinsic human control over events” (219), and therefore the category 
is called “intrinsic modality” (219). The second group incorporates meanings such as 
possibility, necessity and prediction, all of which do not primarily involve human control, but 
instead typically involve “human judgement of what is or is not likely to happen” (219). This 
group is termed “extrinsic modality” (219). Biber draws the same distinction, commenting 
that “intrinsic modality refers to actions that humans (or other agents) directly control” (485), 
while extrinsic modality “refers to the logical status of events or states, usually relating to 
assessments of likelihood” (485). He also provides some examples: 
1. You must make a scheme. (486) 
2. You must have thought that you must have so much time. (486) 
The first sentence is an example of intrinsic obligation, while the second one is an example of 
extrinsic necessity (Biber 486).  
It was von Wright, however, that provided the cornerstones of the classification that is most 
commonly used today. He distinguished four modes:  
a. The alethic modes or modes of truth,  
b. The epistemic modes or modes of knowing,  
c. The deontic modes or modes of obligation,  
d. The existential modes or modes of existence. (Palmer, Mood 11)  
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Alethic modality has mainly concerned logicians, but seems to have little place in everyday 
language (Palmer, Modality 6). Palmer points out that the modal must can be used to indicate 
alethic necessity as in the following example: 
3. John is a bachelor, so he must be unmarried. (Modality 6) 
But it would be equally natural not to use the modal auxiliary and to say instead so he is 
unmarried (Modality 7). Palmer therefore concludes that it is likely the case that native 
speakers do not recognize the distinction between the alethic and the epistemic use (Modality 
7), and does not consider it any further in his analysis of the modal meanings. 
Existential modality is, according to von Wright, a matter of quantificational logic. In 
everyday language, it is more concerned with expressions like some, any and all than the 
expression of modality (Palmer, Modality 7); however, Palmer notes that the modal 
auxiliaries can and may are sometimes used in an existential sense (Mood 11). He provides 
two examples: 
4. Lions can be dangerous. (Mood 11) 
5. [...] the lamellae may arise de novo from the middle of the cell and migrate to the 
periphery. (Mood 11) 
In both instances, the modal auxiliaries have the meaning of “some”, but Palmer sees this as 
no reason to distinguish this usage as a distinct type of modality for, he argues, “they can be 
handled in terms of epistemic modality with the gloss ʽIt may be that...ʼ” (Mood 11-12). He 
also acknowledges that the same verbs as for epistemic modality are used (Mood 12).  
What is left of von Wright’s four modes are epistemic and deontic modality. Palmer provides 
a pair of examples to show that there are two different uses of the modal auxiliaries:  
6. John may be there now. (Modality 5) 
7. John may come in now. (Modality 5) 
The first example makes a judgement about “the probability of the truth of the proposition 
that John is there now” (Palmer, Modality 5), while the second “in some way influences the 
action of John’s coming in, by giving him permission” (Palmer, Modality 5). Lyons also 
recognizes this basic distinction when he defines epistemic modality as being “concerned with 
matters of knowledge or belief” (793), and deontic modality as being “concerned with the 
necessity or possibility of acts performed by morally responsible agents” (823).  
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In a footnote, von Wright recognizes another type of modality, namely dynamic modality, 
which is “concerned with the ability and disposition” of the subject (Palmer, Modality 7). 
Palmer is not entirely certain whether this category should be included in the realm of 
modality. He writes that “dynamic modality is subject-oriented in the sense that it is 
concerned with the ability or volition of the subject of the sentence, rather than the opinions or 
attitudes of the speaker” (Modality 36), and he therefore concludes that, because modality is 
essentially subjective whereas can and will express objective statements about the subject of 
the sentence, dynamic modality is not strictly modality at all (Modality 36). Despite all this, 
he does acknowledge that dynamic senses of modal auxiliaries can and will do have 
something in common with “the more strictly modal meanings of the verbs” (Modality 2). 
Palmer gives the following examples with can:  
8. John can speak German. (Mood 12) 
9. It looks as though this chap can take a punch as well as give one. (Modality 31) 
According to Palmer, subject-oriented modality is only one of the two subtypes of dynamic 
modality. The second type that he recognizes is neutral or circumstantial modality; it indicates 
“what is possible or necessary in the circumstances” (Modality 37). Palmer provides the 
following two examples: 
10. You can get all sorts of things here. (Modality 37) 
11. I must have an immigrant’s visa. Otherwise they are likely to kick me out you see. 
(Modality 37) 
Some authors have come up with other minor types of modality, but those are not relevant to 
this thesis and will therefore not be discussed. The distinction between epistemic, deontic and 
dynamic modality is the one that has been adopted by the majority of the linguists and 
grammarians involved in the field of modality. It is therefore obvious that it is also my 
preferred choice and will be brought up from this point on when types of modality are 
mentioned.  
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4.4 Epistemic Modality 
 
For Palmer, epistemic modality is the simplest of the three types to deal with due to its clear 
syntactic and semantic distinction from the other two types, while also exhibiting the greatest 
degree of internal regularity and completeness (Modality 50). Nuyts defines the category of 
epistemic modality as “the linguistic expression of an evaluation of the chances that a certain 
hypothetical state of affairs under consideration will occur, is occurring, or has occurred in a 
possible world which serves as the universe of interpretation for the evaluating process, and 
which, in the default case, is the real world (or rather, the evaluator’s interpretation of it)” 
(21). In other words, the function of epistemic modality is to make judgements “about the 
possibility that something is or is not the case” (Palmer, Modality 50), and is therefore the 
modality of propositions, rather than of actions, states or events (Palmer, Modality 50). 
There are two basic degrees of epistemic modality: possibility and necessity. They are marked 
by the modal auxiliaries may and must respectively (Palmer, Modality 50), as exemplified 
below: 
12. He may be qualified to be recognized as a teacher of French or of German or 
something like that. (Palmer, Modality 50) 
13. This must be one of the finest views of the whole processional route. (Palmer, 
Modality 50)  
The two examples express what is epistemically possible and what is epistemically necessary 
respectively (Palmer, Mood 58). The meanings of may and must can be approached from 
another angle, in terms of the kind of judgements they make, in particular between 
speculation and deduction. Palmer quotes Coates when he writes that the epistemic must 
conveys “the speaker’s confidence in the truth of what he is saying, based on a deduction 
from facts known to him” (qtd. in Mood 59), while may and might are “the modals of 
epistemic possibility, expressing the speaker’s lack of confidence in the proposition 
expressed” (qtd. in Mood 59). Palmer thus calls the two basic types of judgement deductive 
and speculative (Mood 60). 
Palmer also recognizes a third degree of epistemic modality, indicated by the modal auxiliary 
will. It falls between “weak may” and “strong must” (Mood 62); however, it indicates 
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“judgements based on known facts” (Mood 62), and is therefore not used to express 
probability (Modality 51). Here is an example of what he calls the assumptive (Mood 62): 
14. He’ll be on holiday now. (Modality 163) 
The following section further explores the usage and characteristics of the epistemic modal 
auxiliary may. 
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4.4.1 Epistemic Modal Auxiliary May  
 
The modal auxiliary may is most commonly used to express either epistemic possibility or 
deontic permission (Quirk et al. 223). The former sense is far more frequent with 97% of the 
uses of may denoting epistemic possibility (Mindt 101).  The deontic sense of may is not the 
focus of this thesis and I will therefore focus on its epistemic sense. Quirk et al. provide two 
examples: 
15. We may never succeed. (Quirk et al. 223) 
16. You may be right. (Quirk et al. 223) 
Sentences with may used in its epistemic sense can be paraphrased by “it is possible” 
followed by a that-clause (Quirk et al. 223).  
4.4.1.1 Epistemic May in Questions 
 
The epistemic use of may is common is statements, but it does not occur in questions, where it 
is replaced by can. Thus the question “Can they have missed the bus?” would precede the 
response of “Yes, they may have done” rather than “Yes, they can have done” (Leech 85). 
The distinction between the type of possibility expressed by may and the type of possibility 
expressed by can thus disappears in questions (Leech 85). 
4.4.1.2 Negation of Epistemic May 
 
Leech writes that the meaning of each sentence that contains a modal auxiliary “can be broken 
down into the modal statement itself and the statement on which the modal statement 
comments” (87). It is consequently possible to negate either “the modal statement” (Leech 
87), i.e. the modality, or “the statement on which the modal statement comments” (Leech 87), 
i.e. the proposition (Leech 87). 
As a rule, a different form is needed to negate the modality if the negative form of the modal 
auxiliary semantically negates the proposition (Palmer, Modality 38). Indeed, this is the case 
with epistemic possibility, where either the modality or the proposition can be negated, the 
former with cannot, the latter with may not: 
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17. John may be in his office. (Palmer, Modality 39) 
18. John can’t be in his office. (Palmer, Modality 39) 
19. John may not be in his office. (Palmer, Modality 39) 
Example 18 would be paraphrased “It is not possible that John is in his office” (Palmer, 
Modality 39), whereas example 19 would be paraphrased “It is possible that John is not in his 
office” (Palmer, Modality 39).  
4.4.1.3 Time Reference of Epistemic May 
 
The forms may, can, must, etc. might all be called “non-past” (Leech 90) rather than present 
tense because they neutralise the opposition between present and future time (Leech 90); in 
other words, the same forms are used for present and future time reference. Example 20 refers 
to the present, while example 21 refers to the future: 
20. He may be in his office now. (Palmer, Modality 47) 
21. He may arrive tomorrow. (Palmer, Modality 47) 
As with negation, it is in theory possible for both modality and proposition to be marked as 
past (Palmer, Modality 43); however, this is not the case with epistemic modality, where only 
the proposition can refer to the past (Palmer, Modality 44). This is indicated by the use of 
have, as in the sentence below:  
22. John may have been in his office. (Palmer, Modality 44) 
Indeed, neither epistemic nor deontic modal auxiliaries have past tense forms, which is logical 
considering that they are essentially performative, i.e. the performance is carried out by the 
act of speaking. It is therefore logically impossible to make a judgement in the past (Modality 
10-11). 
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4.4.2 The Status of Might 
 
It was suggested in the previous section that epistemic modals have no past tense forms. 
Morphologically, the form might is considered the past tense form of may; however, 
syntactically and semantically it can hardly be considered a past tense form as it is rarely used 
for past time reference (Palmer, Modality 43). The only construction where there is a regular 
relationship between may and might in terms of tense is in the sequence of tenses in reported 
speech (Palmer, Modality 44). Thus in example 24 might is used to report what has been said 
in example 23: 
23. It may rain later. (Quirk et al. 231) 
24. We were afraid that it might rain later. (Quirk et al. 231) 
Outside reported speech contexts, it is far more difficult to predict the behaviour of the past 
tense modal forms. Might, for example, does not function as the past time equivalent of may 
(Quirk et al. 231); it is, however, used as a more tentative or as an unreal form of may 
(Palmer, Modality 10). Alternatively, it merely indicates a little less certainty about the 
possibility than may (Palmer, Modality 58). Sentence 25 is an example of might as a tentative 
form, while sentence 26 exemplifies might expressing unreal/hypothetical condition:  
25. Of course, I might be wrong. (Quirk et al. 233) 
26. If United could win the game, they might become league champions. (Quirk et al. 232) 
Quirk et al. go even as far as to suggest that might is often preferred to may as a modal of 
epistemic possibility (223). It therefore seems logical to examine both examples with may and 
might in the empirical part of this thesis. 
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4.5 Dynamic Modality 
 
Palmer further divides dynamic modality into two subtypes, namely subject-oriented modality 
and neutral or circumstantial modality (Modality 83). Nuyts offers a good definition of 
subject-oriented dynamic modality when he writes that it “characterizes the capacity of or 
possibility for the first-argument participant to do what is involved in the main predicate of 
the clause. It is thus fully agent-oriented” (193). The fact of subject orientation, as opposed to 
speaker orientation that characterizes epistemic and deontic modality, led Hoye to point out 
that dynamic uses of the modal auxiliaries “are sometimes held to lie outside the scope of 
modality proper” (84). Indeed, Hoye acknowledges that with dynamic modality “subjectivity 
and factuality are at issue” (84). For example, can is often used to express what looks like a 
factual non-modal statement: 
27. John can speak Italian. (Palmer, Mood 102) 
Example 27 “simply asserts that John has the ability to speak Italian” (Palmer, Mood 102), but 
involves neither the opinion nor the attitude of the speaker. On the other hand, there is no 
doubt that formally can is a modal auxiliary (Palmer, Mood 102).  
The second subtype of dynamic modality, neutral modality, is used “to indicate what is 
possible or necessary in the circumstances” (Palmer, Modality 37). Based on this definition, it 
would seem that neutral modality is not subjective. Indeed, the use of modal auxiliary can in 
the sense of neutral possibility simply indicates that an event is possible (Palmer, Modality 
83). Similarly, the use of must in the sense of neutral necessity indicates a general necessity 
with “little or no indication of the involvement of the speaker” (Palmer, Modality 113). The 
following sentences are examples of neutral possibility and neutral necessity respectively: 
28. Signs are the only things you can observe. (Palmer, Modality 83) 
29. If the ratepayers should be consulted, so too must the council tenants. (Palmer, 
Modality 113) 
Another characteristic of neutral modality seems to be that it is difficult to distinguish it 
completely from other types or subtypes of modality. In regard to neutral necessity, Palmer 
acknowledges that “there is no clear dividing line between the [deontic and neutral] 
meanings” (Modality 113), and something similar can be said of neutral possibility when it 
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comes to the category of rules and regulations (Palmer, Modality 105). Examples of neutral 
possibility are also not always easily distinguished from the uses of can in the sense of ability 
(Leech 71). The two cases of indeterminacy pertaining to neutral possibility will be further 
explored in one of the following sections. 
 The next section further explores the characteristics and usage of the modal auxiliary can in 
the sense of neutral possibility.  
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4.5.1 Neutral Modal Auxiliary Can 
 
Quirk et al. recognize three major meanings of the modal auxiliary can:  
a. Permission,  
b. Ability,  
c. Possibility. (221-222) 
Most prominent of the three is possibility; it appears in approximately 58% of all occurrences 
of can (Mindt 73). Quirk et al. provide two examples of neutral possibility: 
30. Even expert drivers can make mistakes. (221) 
31. If it’s raining tomorrow, the sports can take place indoors. (221) 
Sentences with neutral can can be paraphrased by “it is possible” followed by an infinitival 
clause (Quirk et al. 222).  
Palmer makes two additional observations: firstly, that the neutral sense is clearer where the 
subject is the impersonal you, and secondly, that neutral can is commonly associated with 
adjectives and adverbs in either comparative or superlative forms (Modality 84). Sentences 32 
and 33 exemplify each observation respectively: 
32. I know the place. You can get all sorts of things there. (Modality 84) 
33. I mean, you can travel from Belgium to France with much less palaver than you can 
travel from the North to the South of Ireland. (Modality 84) 
4.5.1.1 Neutral Can in Questions 
 
It was already noted that the distinction between the type of possibility expressed by may and 
the type of possibility expressed by can disappears in questions (Leech 85). Consequently, 
can is used in interrogation for both epistemic and neutral possibility. Sentence 34 is an 
example of neutral can in a question: 
34. Can you push it up to eleven nine fifty? (Palmer, Modality 92) 
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4.5.1.2 Negation of Neutral Can 
 
As was already mentioned, it is possible to negate either “the modal statement” (Leech 87), 
i.e. the modality, or “the statement on which the modal statement comments” (Leech 87), i.e. 
the proposition (Leech 87). In the case of dynamic modality, only modality is negated in most 
cases (Palmer, Modality 91). This is done by negating the modal auxiliary as in the examples 
below: 
35. You cannot treat disease unless you know the causes. (Palmer, Modality 91) 
36. National pressure groups cannot exist without full time staffs and a regular income. 
(Palmer, Modality 91)  
The modal auxiliary can also allows what is referred to as “double negation” (Leech 89), 
where the modality and the proposition are both negated in the same clause (Leech 89), as in 
the following example: 
37. You cannot simply not obey the order. (Quirk et al. 798) 
Due to the fact that the modal auxiliary can is also used as a substitute for modality negation 
of epistemic may (Palmer, Modality 39), the contrast between the type of possibility expressed 
by the epistemic may and the type of possibility expressed by the neutral can is lost (Leech 
89).  
4.5.1.3 Time Reference of Neutral Can 
 
The modal auxiliary can belongs to the group of auxiliaries that Leech calls “non-past” 
(Leech 90) as they “neutralise the contrast between present and future time” (Leech 90). 
Palmer writes that neutral can may be used to refer to future events, but only if “the 
possibility can be seen as present, i.e. that it is possible for something to occur and that it will 
or may occur in the future” (Modality 97). He provides two examples: 
38. What time can you get away? (Modality 97) 
39. I’ll go to France any time you like as long as I can get a good job there. (Modality 97)  
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Palmer concludes that the modals are often used in the timeless sense which also extends into 
the future, and that most uses of neutral can are of this kind (Modality 97). 
Contrary to epistemic possibility, only the modality can be marked for past tense, which is 
logical since it is possible to refer to a past possibility, but certainly not to a present possibility 
to do something in the past (Palmer, Modality 92).  
The form could is the morphological past tense of the modal auxiliary can (Palmer, Modality 
43), but it is used only if there is no indication of actuality. Where actuality is indicated, the 
form be able to takes its place. In negation, however, the form could not will always be used 
(Palmer, Modality 93). Therefore, example 40 is ungrammatical while examples 41 and 42 are 
perfectly fine: 
40. I ran fast and could catch the bus. (Palmer, Modality 93) 
41. I ran fast and was able to catch the bus. (Palmer, Modality 93) 
42. I ran fast, but couldn’t catch the bus. (Palmer, Modality 93) 
The form could is thus the only one that is relevant as actuality already implies ability, and is 
consequently beyond the scope of this thesis. Yet it is interesting that if there is an indication 
of “successive or habitual actions” (Palmer, Modality 94), could may be used even if actuality 
is implied (Palmer, Modality 94). Thus the following examples are grammatical: 
43. Yet my father could usually lay hands on what he wanted. It all seemed to have a 
purpose. (Palmer, Modality 94) 
44. I could get up and go to the kitchen whenever I wanted to. (Palmer, Modality 94) 
Palmer speculates that could may possibly be permissible in such circumstances because 
“there was a general possibility over a period of time, not a possibility that resulted in a single 
definable action” (Modality 94).  
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4.5.2 The Status of Could 
 
It was shown in the previous section that could is used as a past tense form of the modal 
auxiliary can; however, this is not the only function it can perform. Could is similar to might 
in that it is also used as a more tentative or as an unreal form of can (Palmer, Modality 10). 
Alternatively, it merely indicates a smaller likelihood than may (Lewis 112). The former 
function is exemplified in sentence 45, the latter in sentence 46: 
45. I know I could be average, but I couldn’t be very good and I could never do anything 
new. (Palmer, Modality 100) 
46. He could be a foreigner, but I don’t think so. (Lewis 112) 
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4.5.3 The Issue of Indeterminacy 
 
As has already been said, it is sometimes the case that instances of neutral possibility are 
difficult to distinguish from the uses of can in the sense of ability (Leech 71). Hoye provides 
two examples of indeterminacy: 
47. Some folks just can’t stand to see a fella like yourself move ahead of the pack. (90) 
48. I frankly can’t talk to Greg for more than five minutes without rigor mortis. (90) 
Leech argues that the two senses are especially close because “ability implies possibility – 
that is, if someone is able to do x, then x in a sense is possible” (71). Quirk et al. offer a 
similar explanation, positioning the “ability meaning” as a special case of the “possibility 
meaning” (222). In one case, however, indeterminacy disappears. Only the neutral sense of 
can may occur in passive constructions, as in the following example: 
49. This game can be played by young children. (Leech 71) 
However, if the same sentence appeared in the active voice, both interpretations would again 
be equally valid (Leech 71). Therefore Hoye concludes that “the distinction between the 
dynamic possibility and ability is hard to make” (94), but adverb satellites (if used) tend to 
clarify the situation by focalizing the notion of possibility (Hoye 89), as in example 50 where 
the adverb satellite possibly clears any ambiguity that may have arisen otherwise: 
50. We will send a car as soon as we possibly can. (Hoye 89) 
The second issue of indeterminacy is less frequent and indeed less important for this thesis. It 
pertains to the category of rules and regulations, where it is often difficult to decide whether 
rules are seen “either as reports of deontic modality or as saying what is dynamically 
possible” (Palmer, Modality 104). Whenever can is used, Palmer suggests that both 
interpretations are possible, as in: 
51. In the library you can take a book out and keep it out for a whole year unless it is 
recalled (Palmer, Modality 103). 
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4.6 Epistemic May and Neutral Can in Comparison 
 
Modal auxiliaries may and can both express possibility, but not of the same kind. There is a 
difference of meaning (Leech 74). May expresses “the possibility of a fact” (Leech 75), or 
what Hoye calls inferential possibility (95), while can expresses “the possibility of an idea” 
(Leech 75). Leech clarifies the opposition of factual and theoretical possibility with the 
following set of equivalent statements, the first set representing factual, and the second 
theoretical possibility:  
52. The road may be blocked. = It is possible that the road is blocked. = Perhaps the road 
is blocked. (Leech 76) 
53. The road can be blocked. = It is possible for the road to be blocked. = It is possible to 
block the road. (Leech 76)  
The paraphrases highlight the difference between can which “describes a theoretical 
conceivable happening” (Leech 76), and offers “no assessment at all as to the likelihood or 
otherwise of the possibility expressed coming about” (Hoye 96), and may, as the first sentence 
“feels more immediate, because the actual likelihood of an event is being considered” (Leech 
76).  
Another way of examining the contrast is in terms of strength of the two modal auxiliaries. 
Leech argues that factual possibility is stronger than theoretical possibility (76), and gives a 
contrasting pair of examples: 
54. The pound can be devalued. (76) 
55. The pound may be devalued. (76) 
The second sentence would be far more worrying as it “actually envisages the event as a real 
contingency” (Leech 76). While the first sentence can be uttered at any time, the second is 
presumably uttered at a time of financial crisis (Leech 76).  
Finally, Leech recognizes that can is usually found in general statements while may tends to 
be more particular. Consequently, sentence 56 is “an observation about friends in general” 
(Leech 77), while sentence 57 is “more likely to be a warning about one particular friend” 
(Leech 77): 
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56. A friend can betray you. (Leech 77) 
57. A friend may betray you. (Leech 77)  
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5 Modality in Slovene 
 
Palmer notes that, across languages, there are very different formal systems of modality, but 
all seem to have much in common “in terms of the meanings they express” (Modality 2). 
What seems to be the case in Slovene, and indeed in the Slavonic languages in general, 
however, is that the category ʻmodalʼ is not even an established notion (Hansen and Roeder 
153). Indeed, the authors argue that many grammarians “do not consider the expression of 
necessity, possibility and volition part of grammar and, consequently, do not recognize 
modals as a category in its own right. Frequently, modality is treated as a lexical phenomenon 
and no attempt is made to differentiate the exponents of modality” (153).  
The most prominent example of this kind would be Toporišič’s grammar book Slovenska 
slovnica, where the author does not recognize the category of modality as such, but on more 
than one occasion refers to notions that belong to the domain of modality. When defining the 
word class of verbs, he notes that they also express the attitudes of the speaker (345). 
Similarly, in the chapter on syntax, Toporišič notes that a proposition can be modified in 
different ways, among others in such a way that sentences express either the notion of 
possibility or that of necessity (491-492). When discussing mood, however, he does mention 
that the notions expressed by the subjunctive and the imperative mood can also be expressed 
by either a modal auxiliary or by the combination of a predicative verb and the infinitive 
(360). Therefore, for instance, instead of saying Delaj,1 one may also say Moraš delati2 or 
Treba je delati (360).3 
In the following section, ways of expressing modality in Slovene are discussed.  
  
                                                          
1 Work! 
2 You must work. 
3 It is necessary to work. 
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5.1 Ways of Expressing Modality 
 
Slovene makes use of different structures to convey modal meanings. Lenček states that the 
term modality in Slovene usually refers to the grammatical category of mood only; however, 
he argues that the grammatical category of mood is in no way the only means of expressing 
shades of modal meanings (225). Some other means are presented below. 
5.1.1 Modal Auxiliaries 
 
Although Lenček notes that, unlike German, the Slavonic languages have not developed a 
special system of modal auxiliaries, he recognizes a group of verbs that express modal 
meanings (225). Ilc agrees with Lenček’s observation when he writes that Slovene has a 
relatively weak system of modals when compared to English (10). Hansen and Roeder 
recognize five modal auxiliaries: lahko, moči, utegniti, morati and treba (155). Lahko will be 
analysed in a separate section due to its specific status, while the modals morati and treba will 
not be discussed since they express the modal notion of necessity and are therefore not 
relevant to this thesis. This leaves the pair moči and utegniti. 
5.1.1.1 Moči 
 
Hansen and Roeder recognize three distinct modal meanings of moči:  
a. Capability,  
b. Objective possibility,  
c. Medium probability (158).  
They also note two peripheral full lexical meanings, which are not relevant to this thesis 
(160). The following sentences are examples of each modal meaning in the same order as the 
three senses just referred to: 
58. [...] le obtoženčeva žena oziroma stara mati nesrečnega dekletca ne more doumeti 
resnice. (Hansen and Roeder 158) 
59. Ljudje so dojeli, da jih je hrvaško vpletanje v notranje zadeve BiH oddaljilo od 
številnih evropskih držav in ZDA. Hrvaška ne more v Evropo brez trdne in neodvisne 
BiH. (Hansen and Roeder 168) 
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60. Mnogi mislijo, da če se kdo preoblači v žensko, že ne more biti normalen. (Hansen 
and Roeder 159) 
The second and the third senses are of interest for the purposes of this thesis. They more or 
less correspond to the theoretical and factual possibilities that are expressed by can and may 
respectively.  
The modal moči rarely appears in the affirmative use where it has been almost completely 
replaced by lahko (Hansen and Roeder 159); indeed, the affirmative use of moči is considered 
as literary by Toporišič (Nova slovenska 234). It is, however, the standard form in non-
affirmative contexts (Hansen and Roeder 159), as has already been exemplified in sentences 
58-60.  
In terms of negation, the modal moči resembles the English modal auxiliary can in that it 
negates the modality and allows the double negation construction (Hansen and Roeder 159). 
Hansen and Roeder provide one example of each: 
61. Skratka, če ste ljubitelj narave, vam na Dolenjskem ne more biti dolgčas. (159) 
62. Sprašujem se, koliko bi jih v resnici prišlo v Genovo, če ne bi bilo mika 
obojestranskega nasilja, ki so ga vsi scenaristi tako jasno pripravili, da se skoraj ni 
moglo ne zgoditi. (159) 
Toporišič states that the meaning of moči is also found in some other expressions such as 
posrečiti se, uspeti, odpovedati, propasti, umreti, zboleti. Therefore the sentence Stroj je 
odpovedal can be paraphrased as Stroj ni mogel dalje delati (Nova slovenska 235). 
5.1.1.2 Utegniti 
 
There are two distinct modal meanings of utegniti: the first one has to do with ability in 
connection to time and is thus not relevant to this thesis; the second sense is medium 
probability (Hansen and Roeder 160), exemplified by the following sentences: 
63. Če bo Hrvaška Haagu izročila svoje generale, utegne v državi zavladati kaos, [...]. 
(Hansen and Roeder 161) 
64. Tako govorjenje utegne imeti hude posledice. (fran.si) 
65. Pri našem delu utegne to zelo koristiti. (fran.si) 
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This epistemic use of the modal auxiliary utegniti is marked as formal (Hansen and Roeder 
161). 
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5.1.2 The Lahko + Finite Verb Construction 
 
Hansen and Roeder classify lahko as a modal auxiliary as they claim that it has “all 
constitutive features of a fully-fledged modal” (158), while Lenček classifies it as an adverb 
that, when it combines with a finite verb, performs the function of a modal auxiliary (230). 
What is certain is that it differs from all the other modal auxiliaries in that lahko combines 
with a finite verb, while the others combine with the infinitive (Hansen and Roeder 154).  
The construction lahko + finite verb is often used as a substitute for some of the modal 
auxiliaries, and was already overtaking the modals themselves in usage in 1968 when 
Lenček’s essay was first published (Lenček 226). In fact, Lenček notes that, in 1968, it 
already had a profound effect on the frequency of occurrence of the modals smeti, utegniti and 
moči (226). Gomboc observes that, in the following decades, this construction has settled in 
the language well, as proven by the fact that it is now the unmarked form (28). Presented 
below are only the two senses that are relevant to this thesis. 
It is used to express probability. Lahko in this sense relates to utegniti and often moči as well, 
especially when lahko is used with the future tense or the conditional. In that case, the 
meaning overlaps with the meaning of possibility (Lenček 227). Below are some of Lenček’s 
examples: 
66. Ne morem si privoščiti, da bi odšel. Saj bi lahko prišel kakšen pacient. (227) 
67. Vraga ima v telesu, ta vam jo lahko pošteno zagode. (227) 
68. Ni vedel, če je Emerald ravno v mestu. Lahko bi bila tudi v New Yorku ali kje drugje. 
(227) 
The lahko + finite verb construction is also used to express possibility, often with the 
conditional. In this sense lahko relates to moči (Lenček 227).  Below are some examples: 
69. O, da. Lahko bi spravili človeka v sitnosti, ko bi se hoteli pritožiti. Pa se nočejo. 
(Lenček 228) 
70. Če bo ostal živ, lahko ostane hrom (Lenček 228) 
71. Vaš oče bi prav tako lahko podlegel srčnemu napadu, ali pa bi ga lahko povozil 
tovornjak. (Lenček 228)  
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Lahko cannot be negated. Epistemic possibility and dynamic possibility are therefore 
expressed by one of the modals that lahko replaces in the affirmative use, viz. the modal (ne) 
moči (Hansen and Roeder 158). This was already exemplified in sentences 58-60. 
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5.1.3 Adverbials 
 
According to Pisanski Peterlin, adverbials play an important role in the expression of 
epistemic modality. Indeed, her research revealed that they are the most frequently used 
means of expressing epistemic modality in original Slovene texts (38). Lenček similarly 
recognizes them as important markers of modality (225). Some of the most frequent ones are 
gotovo, verjetno, najbrž, mogoče, morda (Toporišič, Slovenska 525). Below are some 
examples: 
72. Verjetno se ne motiš. (Toporišič, Slovenska 446) 
73. Morda so se razvili že pred več kot 100 milijoni let, ko je razpadala velikanska 
kopnina Pangea. (Pisanski Peterlin 38) 
74. Odgovore bo mogoče poiskati šele z opazovanjem dovolj velikega števila poskusnih 
živali v daljšem časovnem obdobju. (Pisanski Peterlin 38) 
It would seem, however, that example 74 is not exactly the same as examples 72 and 73. 
Indeed, mogoče in sentence 74 seems to have much stronger ties to the main verb poiskati 
than verjetno and morda have to their respective main verbs. The fact is that all three are 
adverbs (Toporišič, Slovenska 525); however, in sentences 72 and 73, the adverbs seem to 
perform purely adverbial function and are therefore optional, while in sentence 74 mogoče is 
an essential part of the predicate. This is what Lenček refers to as the predicative function of 
the adverbs (225). This predicative use is thus very similar to the usage of lahko which also 
belongs to the word class of adverbs; nevertheless, lahko always combines with a finite verb 
(Hansen and Roeder 154), while the other adverbs in the predicative function combine with 
the infinitive (Lenček 230).  
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5.1.4 Some Other Ways of Expressing Modality 
 
There are a few more ways in which modality can be expressed. According to Lenček, one of 
them is by means of impersonal constructions, either with the reflexive forms of some verbs 
(230), as in examples 75 and 76, or by constructions such as treba je, moči je, mogoče je 
where either the modal auxiliary or the adverb functions as the modal part of the phrase (225). 
75. Sme se vprašati. (Lenček 230) 
76. Da se popraviti. (Lenček 230) 
Impersonal constructions are linked with the predicative use of adverbs (except lahko) and the 
modal auxiliaries through their common combinability with the infinitive (Lenček 230), as in 
the following three examples. The infinitive is highlighted in bold. 
77. Sme se vprašati. (Lenček 230) 
78. Odgovore bo mogoče poiskati šele z opazovanjem dovolj velikega števila poskusnih 
živali v daljšem časovnem obdobju. (Pisanski Peterlin 38) 
79. Skratka, če ste ljubitelj narave, vam na Dolenjskem ne more biti dolgčas. (Hansen and 
Roeder 159) 
Pisanski Peterlin also recognizes two additional ways of expressing epistemic modality that 
may be relevant to this thesis. The first is through what she calls epistemic modal adjectives 
such as možen, mogoč, gotov, morebiten, domneven, verjeten. The second way is by means of 
lexical epistemic verbs such as domnevati, predvidevati, sklepati, zdeti se (31). Two examples 
of each are provided below: 
80. Kako vnašamo gene v telesne celice? Možni sta dve strategiji: »ex vivo« ter »in vivo«. 
(Pisanski Peterlin 39) 
81. Zato Miner ves čas preži na morebitne začetne znake bolezni. (Pisanski Peterlin 39) 
82. Zaradi luknjic na izrabljenih petah sandal in sledov isker na oglavu lahko domnevamo, 
da so tisti, ki so jih nosili, radi sedeli ob ognju. (Pisanski Peterlin 36) 
83. Pater Simon pa je bolj sledil usmeritvam časa; uporabljal je tudi nihalce karnak, ki 
zanj bioenergetiki menijo, da »išče, najde in zdravi«. (Pisanski Peterlin 36) 
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6 Empirical Research 
 
6.1 Methodology 
 
The basis for my research was the magazine National Geographic and its Slovene counterpart, 
National Geographic Slovenija, which publishes the same articles as the English original and 
therefore offers a good platform for contrastive analysis. 
My aim was to create a corpus for the purpose of this research. I set out to collect fifty 
examples of each type of possibility as well as their translations. This was done manually, i.e. 
I read through the English articles and marked each occurrence of the modal auxiliaries may, 
might, can and could. This was followed by an analysis of each example to determine the type 
of modality expressed by each modal auxiliary. The context outside the sentence in which the 
modal auxiliary appeared was occasionally also instrumental in determining the type of 
modality. Instances where the modal auxiliary appeared in questions and negated sentences 
were discarded since the difference between the two types of possibility is lost in those two 
constructions. The modal auxiliaries may and might presented no problems as nearly every 
occurrence of the two was epistemic in nature, and therefore suitable to be included in the 
corpus. The same cannot be said of the modal auxiliaries can and could. As was already 
mentioned in the theoretical part, it is often difficult to distinguish instances of neutral can 
and subject-oriented can. Indeed, this proved to be an issue in some examples; however, I 
tried to steer clear of the ambiguous cases. One such example is presented below: 
84. If she is producing separate organisms that serve her purpose, then all together, these 
colonies can prevail over solitary individuals. (Appenzeller, “Edward” 38-39) / Če 
matica rojeva organizme, ki so od nje drugačni, a ustrezajo njenim namenom, potem 
lahko vsi skupaj kot kolonija prevladajo nad posamezniki. (Appenzeller, “Od mravelj” 
42) 
An unexpected issue was the epistemic use of could, which appeared very frequently, and it 
was sometimes similarly difficult to decide whether it expressed epistemic or neutral 
possibility. Ambiguous cases, such as the one presented below, were left out: 
85. The buzz among environmental groups, [...] was that the redwoods were at a historic 
crossroads – a time when society could move beyond the log/don’t log debates of 
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decades past and embrace a different kind of forestry that could benefit people, 
wildlife, and perhaps even the planet. (Bourne, “Redwoods” 37) / A med drevesi je 
začelo poganjati še nekaj drugega: med naravovarstvenimi skupinami, [...] so se začele 
širiti govorice, da so sekvoje pred zgodovinsko prelomnico. Prišel je čas, ko bi lahko 
družba presegla razpravo med zagovorniki sečnje in njenimi nasprotniki, ki se vleče že 
desetletja, in se lotila drugačnega gospodarjenja z gozdovi, takšnega, da bi bilo 
koristno za ljudi, naravo in morda cello za ves planet. (Bourne, “Sekvoje” 51) 
After the English originals, the corresponding Slovene translations were collected. For each 
type of possibility, the translations were grouped according to the type of expression that was 
used to convey the modal meaning. The results are presented in a table and discussed in the 
next chapter. 
The examples in the corpus were collected from fourteen issues of National Geographic and 
National Geographic Slovenija published between the years 2006 and 2009. Sixteen different 
articles were used, written by fourteen different authors. The themes of the articles varied 
considerably. They included history, medicine, weather, sports and nature, to name just a few. 
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6.2 Analysis and Discussion 
 
This chapter discusses the results of my research. Factual possibility and theoretical 
possibility are first discussed separately, followed by a comparison between the two. 
6.2.1 Factual Possibility 
 
Table 1 presents the results of the analysis of the translations into Slovene of the sentences 
with the epistemic may and might. The results are presented both in the number of 
occurrences and the percentage of occurrence.  
Table 1: Ways of translating factual possibility into Slovene 
Type of modal expression Number of occurrences Percentage of occurrences 
Lahko + finite verb 15 30% 
Adverbials 23 46% 
Modal auxiliaries 2 4% 
Semi-modals 1 2% 
Predicatives 2 4% 
Not translated 7 14% 
 
The epistemic modal auxiliaries may and might were translated in six different ways. 
Adverbials were the most common means of translation, occurring in almost 50% of the 
translations. The construction lahko + finite verb was the second most frequent, occurring in 
approximately a third of the translations. Those two categories occur in the vast majority of 
the translations. Modal auxiliaries, semi-modals and predicatives barely feature in the 
translations with either one or two examples of each. Their use appears to be exceptional. 
Instances where the modal auxiliary is not translated represent 14% of the translations, a 
substantial number. What follows is an analysis of each category separately. 
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6.2.1.1 Lahko + Finite Verb 
 
The lahko + finite verb construction occurs in translations of sentences containing either the 
modal auxiliary may or might. Below are two examples of each: 
86. In the process they may lose what makes them Inupiat. (NG4) / Pri tem pa se lahko 
zgodi, da bodo izgubili tisto, zaradi česar so Inupiati. (NG) 
87. To fish ecologists, jellyfish may indicate trouble. (NG) / Za ekologe, ki se ukvarjajo z 
ribami, pa so lahko meduze znamenje težav. (NG) 
88. One test well, of course, doesn’t characterize an entire field [...] but it might explain 
why oil companies wanted to keep the bad news out of the highly charged political 
debate. (NG) / Ena poskusna vrtina še ne razkrije značilnosti celotnega območja. [...] 
Lahko pa pomaga pri razlagi, zakaj so želele naftne družbe slabe novice zadržati čim 
dlje stran od močno razgrete politične razprave. (NG) 
89. A harried graduate student jumps into the muddy pit and tosses up treasure [...] – 
much of which might date from the third or fourth century B.C. (NG) / Študent takoj 
skoči v blatno jamo in spravi ven zaklad [...]– marsikaj od tega lahko izvira iz tretjega 
ali četrtega stoletja pr. n. š. (NG) 
In examples 88 and 89, might seems to have the same function as may, or at least that is how 
the translator interpreted it. In neither translation is the particle bi used – if it was, it would 
indicate that the translator interpreted might as expressing less certainty than may. Indeed, the 
particle bi, according to SSKJ,5 is used to express possibility or uncertainty (fran.si). It would 
seem that the particle therefore adds an additional layer of the modal meaning, weakening the 
possibility expressed by the other modal element.  
Might also appears in two examples of reported speech and in four examples where the 
sentences express an unreal condition. Below in an example of each: 
90. He thinks it might be incense, maybe from the amphora’s reuse in medieval times. 
(NG) / Meni, da bi to lahko bilo kadilo, morda iz srednjega veka, ko so amforo 
ponovno uporabljali. (NG)  
                                                          
4 NG is the abbreviation for National Geographic. Detailed citation is included in the appendix, where all the 
analysed sentences are presented. 
5 Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika 
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91. Scraping flesh from a bone also removes the DNA of microorganisms that might 
otherwise contaminate the sample. (NG) / Prazgodovinski kanibalizem je za sodobno 
molekularno biologijo nekaj zelo dobrega, saj je bil pri strganju mesa s kosti 
odstranjen tudi DNK mikroorganizmov, s katerimi bi se sicer lahko konteminiral 
vzorec. (NG) 
In both examples, the Slovene translation includes the particle bi. In the second translation, 
the use of bi is completely justified as the clause clearly expresses an unreal condition - SSKJ 
clearly states that the particle bi is a marker of the conditional mood (fran.si). It is therefore 
logical that bi appears in the clause that expresses an unreal condition. Sentence 90 is trickier. 
Might is used because of tense shift in reported speech, but it is impossible to know whether 
the original statement was uttered using may or might. It is consequently not possible to judge 
the translator’s decision. Neither choice can be said to be either completely appropriate or 
completely inappropriate.  
6.2.1.2 Adverbials 
 
As was already mentioned, adverbials were used in almost 50% of the translations, making 
them the most frequently used means of translating the epistemic may into Slovene. This 
confirms Pisanski Peterlin’s conclusion that adverbials are a very important means of 
expressing epistemic modality in Slovene popular scientific texts (38). In my analysis, I 
encountered four adverbials: nemara, verjetno, očitno and morda.  
Nemara was only used once, representing 2% of the translations. According to SSKJ, nemara 
is an old-fashioned expression, synonymous with morda and mogoče (fran.si). Below is the 
single example where may is translated by means of nemara: 
92. Leading researchers at a hundred medical centers are working on antimalarial 
medicines, but a medicinal plant described 1,700 years ago may be the best remedy 
available. (NG) / Vodilni raziskovalci v stotih zdravstvenih centrih se trudijo razviti 
zdravilo proti malariji, a zdravilna rastlina, prvič opisana že pred 1700 leti, je še vedno 
nemara najboljše zdravilo, kar jih je na voljo. (NG) 
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The Slovene translation includes an additional element, the meaning of which is not expressed 
in the original. The expression še vedno6 is an adverbial phrase denoting time. As such, it is 
an optional element, and does not add to, or modify the modal meaning expressed by nemara.   
Verjetno was used twice, representing 4% of the translations. Below are both examples: 
93. The model grips a spear to signify that females may have hunted with the males. (NG) 
/ Ženska na risbi drži v rokah sulico, saj so se ženske verjetno udeleževale lova skupaj 
z moškimi. (NG) 
94. Trinkaus believes thay indeed may have mated occasionally. (NG) / Trinkaus meni, da 
je verjetno občasno res prihajalo do spolnega občevanja med neandertalci in 
modernimi ljudmi. (NG) 
Verjetno seems to express a higher degree of likelihood than nemara and morda; indeed, I 
would argue that it seems to be a means of expressing probability rather than possibility. 
SSKJ confirms my hypothesis as it defines verjetno as expressing strong conviction about the 
possibility of something (fran.si). Consequently, verjetno is not a suitable adverb for 
translating epistemic possibility, making both translations inaccurate.  
Očitno was only used once, representing 2% of the translations. Below is the solitary 
example: 
95. Although speed has always been his trademark, he may not yet have understood that 
his speed was preternatural. (NG) / Čeprav je od nekdaj slovel po svoji hitrosti, se 
očitno ni zavedal, da ga drugi ne morejo dohajati. (NG) 
SSKJ defines očitno as expressing lack of any possible doubt (fran.si). According to this 
definition, očitno expresses certainty, not possibility. It would indeed seem that the translator 
used an inadequate expression in example 95. Nemara, morda or some other adverbials would 
be far more adequate in conveying the author’s message.  
Morda was by far the most frequently used adverbial, occurring in nineteen translations, that 
is in 38% of the translations. Below are three of them: 
96. He says that it might be resin used to seal the amphora, a rare find. (NG) / Pravi, da 
gre morda za smolo, s katero so pečatili amfore, to pa je redka najdba. (NG) 
                                                          
6 Still 
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97. Now discoveries about genetic triggers may help us spot trouble before it starts. (NG) / 
Morda bodo odkritja o njenih genskih sprožilcih pomagala preprečiti težave, preden se 
pojavijo. (NG) 
98. Youssef thinks it may be the fabled “lost” Bronze Age land of Aratta, circa 2700 B.C., 
reputedly legendary for magnificent crafts that found their way to Mesopotamia. (NG) 
/ Youssef meni, da gre morda za bajeslovno “izgubljeno” deželo Arata iz bronaste 
dobe, iz časa okrog 2700 pr. n. š., ki naj bi slovela po sijajnih rokodelskih izdelkih, 
znanih celo v Mezopotamiji. (NG)  
6.2.1.3 Modal Auxiliaries 
 
The corresponding modal auxiliary forms barely feature in the translations with only two 
examples, representing 4% of the translations. This confirms what Lenček observed in 1968 
already. The construction lahko + finite verb has indeed profoundly affected the frequency of 
occurrence of the modal auxiliaries in affirmative sentences (Lenček 226). Utegniti is the only 
modal auxiliary that appears in the translations, which is surprising since Hansen and Roeder 
state that the epistemic use of utegniti is marked for formality (161). It must again be said at 
this point that this analysis is based on affirmative sentences because in interrogative and 
negated sentences, the difference between the two kinds of possibility is lost; if negated 
sentences were included, there would be more examples with the modal auxiliaries. Below are 
the two sentences with utegniti:    
99. The giant, or Atlantic, bluefin possesses another extraordinary attribute, one that may 
prove to be its undoing: Its buttery belly meat, liberally layered with fat, is considered 
the finest sushi in the world. (NG) / Atlantski modroplavuti tun ima še eno izjemno 
lastnost, ki pa utegne biti zanj usodna: mehko meso z njegovega trebuha, ki je bogato 
obloženo z maščobo, je po mnenju sladokuscev najboljši suši na svetu. (NG) 
100. Sillett says this is true for the tallest eucalyptus trees in Australia too, and he 
thinks it may be true for other trees around the world. (NG) / Sillett je dejal, da to drži 
tudi za najvišje evkalipte v Avstraliji in da bi prav tako utegnilo veljati za druge vrste 
dreves po svetu. (NG) 
In sentence 100, the English original contains two expressions of epistemic modality: the verb 
think and the modal auxiliary may. This is reflected in the translation as the modal auxiliary 
utegniti is preceded by the particle bi, which, as was the case with the lahko + finite verb 
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construction, adds an additional layer of the modal meaning. By adding an additional layer of 
the modal meaning, it makes the possibility seem more remote.  
6.2.1.4 Semi-modals 
 
Semi-modals have not been discussed in the theoretical part as Hansen and Roeder recognize 
none that would express senses that are discussed in this thesis; however, one example of the 
epistemic might was translated by means of the semi-modal naj. Hansen and Roeder classify 
naj as a semi-modal expressing necessity (165). Below is the solitary instance of naj: 
101. We went south again to check on an elephant we thought might have been 
wounded by poachers; she was limping hard, likely having taken a bullet in the leg. 
(NG) / Spet gremo na jug, da bi našli slonico, ki naj bi jo ranili divji lovci. Zelo je 
šepala, saj jo je najbrž v nogo zadela krogla. (NG) 
I would argue that this is an instance of inadequate translation. The Slovene translation 
implies hear-say, as if the group of people looking for the elephant were informed by 
someone outside the group that the elephant was supposedly wounded by poachers.  
6.2.1.5 Predicatives 
 
Adverbs in predicative function appear in two sentences, representing 4% of the translations. 
It is the adverb mogoče that features in both examples: 
102. Whatever the suite of cultural buffers, they may well have provided an extra, 
albeit thin, layer of insulation against the harsh climatic stresses that Stringer argues 
peaked right around the time the Neanderthal vanished. (NG) / Kakršnikoli že so bili ti 
kulturni blažilci, prav mogoče je, da so dajali ljudem dodatno, čeprav tanko plast 
zaščite pred neprijetnimi posledicami podnebnih sprememb, ki so bile po trditvah 
Stringerja največje prav v času izginotja neandertalcev. (NG) 
103. It may have killed Dante, the Italian poet. (NG) /Povsem mogoče je, da je 
povzročila smrt italijanskega pesnika Danteja. (NG)   
In both translations, the adverb in the predicative function is premodified: in sentence 102 by 
prav; in sentence 103 by povsem. Both expressions have the intensifying effect, i.e. they 
strengthen the notion of possibility; however, while the first translation is suitable, as the 
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modal meaning in the English original is strengthened by well, the second translation is not. 
There is no reason to use povsem – in fact, it is wrong as it implies a far stronger possibility, if 
not probability, than the English original.   
6.2.1.6 Instances of No Translation 
 
In seven examples, that is, 14%, the modal auxiliary is not translated. This does not 
necessarily mean that the modal meaning is completely omitted – in fact two subcategories 
can be established. The first one includes two translations of the English originals where the 
modal meaning of possibility is expressed twice in the same sentence: 
104. Who knows what treasures lie along the way, he says, noting that 
archaeologists had recently pulled a colossal head of Emperor Constantine from a 
sewer just like this, prompting speculation that the first Christian emperor may have 
been the victim of damnation memoriae, [...]. (NG) / “Kdo ve, kakšni zakladi ležijo ob 
poti,” pravi in pripomni, da so arheologi pred kratkim v prav takem kanalu našli 
čudovito glavo cesarja Konstantina. To zbuja domnevo, da je bil prvi krščanski cesar 
žrtev damnation memoriae (ʿizbris spominaʼ), [...]. (NG) 
105. But I think he may also believe in the opposite: “If I cease to do, I will not be.” 
(NG) / Mislim pa, da zanj velja tudi nasprotno: “Če bom prenehal delati, me ne bo 
več.” (NG) 
Besides the modal auxiliary may, the English originals also include the noun speculation and 
the verb think respectively, which are also markers of epistemic modality. The translations 
convey the same message by using the corresponding noun domneva and the corresponding 
verb mislim respectively. Omitting the modal may therefore does not change the meaning of 
either sentence.   
The second subcategory includes those instances where there is no second epistemic modal 
marker in the sentences. Consequently, the translations do not convey modal meanings. Five 
such examples were noted in the translations: 
106. To non-climbers it may be difficult to convey the extent and grandeur of 
Reinhold Messner’s accomplishments. (NG) / Ljudem, ki se ne spoznajo na plezanje, 
je težko pojasniti vso veličino in obsežnost Messnerjevih dosežkov. (NG) 
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107. Since 1900, many species may have declined by nearly 90 percent, and it’s 
getting worse. (NG) / Od leta 1900 so se populacije številnih ribjih vrst zmanjšale za 
skoraj 90 odstotkov, razmere pa se še slabšajo. (NG) 
108. The global trade in live reef fish may top a billion dollars a year, with many 
species captured by cyanide or traps. (NG) / V svetovni trgovini z živimi ribami s 
koralnih grebenov se na leto obrne okoli 750 milijonov evrov. Številne vrste lovijo s 
cianidom ali pastmi. (NG) 
109. The little-known people who raised what may be an eroded citadel mound were 
contemporary with the builders of Mesopotamia. (NG) / Malo znano ljudstvo, ki je 
postavilo od vode razdejani obrambni nasip, je bilo sodobnik graditeljev 
Mezopotamije. (NG) 
110. Redwood cones, oddly enough, are tiny – the size of an olive – and may 
produce seeds only sporadically. (NG) / Presenetljivo drobni pa so sekvojevi storži – 
veliki so približno kot olive – in le občasno so v njih semena. (NG) 
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6.2.2 Theoretical Possibility 
 
Table 2 presents the results of the analysis of the translations into Slovene of the sentences 
with neutral dynamic can and could. The results are presented both in the number of 
occurrences and the percentage of occurrence. 
Table 2: Ways of translating theoretical possibility into Slovene   
Type of modal expression Number of occurrences Percentage of occurrences 
Lahko + finite verb 32 64% 
Predicatives 6 12% 
Other forms 3 6% 
Not translated 9 18% 
 
The dynamic modal auxiliaries can and could were translated in four different ways. The 
commonest means of translation by far was the lahko + finite verb construction, occurring in 
almost two thirds of all translations. Adverbs used in the predicative function appeared in 
12% of the translations. There were three cases where unusual forms were used, representing 
6% of the translations. In nine sentences, representing 18% of the examples, the modal 
auxiliary was not translated. 
6.2.2.1 Lahko + Finite Verb 
 
The lahko + finite verb construction was the preferred means of translation in the majority of 
the cases. Three examples are below: 
111. Cholesterol in the blood can enter arterial walls, causing plaque to form. (NG) / 
Holesterol iz krvi lahko pride v steno arterije in povzroči nastanek lehe. (NG) 
112. Well, when people say that sort of thing, you can respond quickly that you’re 
not going to get anywhere until you do this science, and furthermore, you’re going to 
make all sorts of discoveries while you’re doing it. (NG) / No, ko ljudje rečejo kaj 
takega, lahko hitro odgovorite, da ne boste prišli nikamor, dokler ne boste tega 
raziskali, poleg tega pa boste odkrili vrsto stvari, medtem ko boste to počeli. (NG)  
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113. There, ACTs can cost more than a dollar a dose – virtually unaffordable in a 
country where more than 70 percent of the population survives on less than a dollar a 
day. (NG) / Tam lahko odmerek ACT stane skoraj en evro – česar pa si v državi, v 
kateri več kot 70 odstotkov prebivalcev shaja z manj kot evrom na dan, skoraj nihče 
ne more privoščiti. (NG) 
In the case of could, all six sentences where it was preferred to can were translated by the 
lahko + finite verb construction. Two of them are below: 
114. In the past, researchers riding snowmobiles to outlying instrument stations 
could still count on firm snow as late as May; last year they got stuck in slush. (NG) / 
V preteklosti so raziskovalci, ki so se z motornimi sanmi vozili do oddaljenih merilnih 
postaj v notranjosti, lahko računali na trden sneg do konca maja; lani so obtičali v 
brozgi. (NG) 
115. Almost everyone could get to a doctor; windows could be screened; resources 
were available to bulldoze mosquito-breeding swamps. (NG) / Skoraj vsak si je lahko 
privoščil zdravnika; lahko so zamrežili okna; na voljo so bila finančna sredstva za 
zasutje močvirij, v katerih so se razmnoževali komarji. (NG) 
In sentences 114 and 115, could was used to refer to a past possibility; there is one instance, 
however, where could was used to express an unreal condition: 
116. Fifty thousand of them could swim in a pool the size of the period at the end of 
this sentence. (NG) / V kapljici, veliki kot pika na koncu te povedi, bi jih lahko plavalo 
petdeset tisoč. (NG) 
Similar to the examples of the unreal condition expressed by might, the Slovene translation of 
an unreal condition expressed by could includes the particle bi. As it has already been said, 
the particle bi is a marker of the conditional mood (fran.si). It is therefore logical and 
perfectly fine that bi appears in the sentence that expresses an unreal condition.  
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6.2.2.2 Predicatives 
 
Adverbs in predicative function appear in six sentences, accounting for 12% of the 
translations. Again, it is the adverb mogoče that features in all six examples. Half of them are 
below: 
117. Zakouma is the last place on Earth where you can see more than a thousand 
elephants on the move in a single, compact herd. (NG) / Zakouma je zadnji kraj na 
zemlji – da, resnično zadnji – kjer je mogoče na enem samem mestu videti več kot 
tisoč slonov v strnjeni čredi. (NG) 
118. There is one man, however, who not only believes malaria can be defeated, he 
thinks he knows the key. (NG) / Nekdo pa ni le prepričan, da je malarijo mogoče 
premagati, temveč tudi misli, da pozna rešitev. (NG) 
119. There are reasons to believe that where most of the biodiversity occurs, the 
tropical forest, grasslands, and shallow marine areas, a lot can be saved. (NG) / 
Upravičeno lahko upamo, da je mogoče še veliko rešiti tam, kjer je biotska pestrost 
največja: v topskih gozdovih, travnatih pokrajinah in plitvem obalnem morju. (NG)  
6.2.2.3 Other Forms 
 
There are three instances, representing 6% of the translations, where the meaning of the 
modal auxiliary is not adequately translated into the target language: 
120. Waves, on the other hand, can blunt a storm. (NG) / Po drugi strani valovi 
nevihto navadno oslabijo. (NG) 
121. “You can overview a mountain from down, from a certain distance, but never 
from upwards, and this is very important to understand.” (NG) / “Treba je razumeti, da 
goro vedno opazuješ od spodaj, od daleč, nikoli ne od zgoraj.” (NG) 
122. In the North-Western Province, competent medical help can be difficult to find. 
(NG) / V Severozahodni provinci je marsikje težko priti do kakovostnih zdravstvenih 
storitev. (NG) 
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In sentence 120, the expression navadno7 is not an adequate translation of can. SSKJ defines 
the adverb navadno as expressing stability of an event or action due to the frequency of 
repetition (fran.si). Therefore the translation does not express any sort of modal meaning at 
all, instead implying that waves in most cases do blunt a storm. Similarly, in sentence 121, the 
expression vedno8 contradicts the meaning of can. According to SSKJ, vedno is an adverb of 
time expressing repetition of an event or action that the adverb modifies (fran.si). Again, no 
modal meaning is involved in the translation, which can also be said of sentence 122. In the 
English original, the modal meaning of possibility refers to the poor availability of medical 
services in the entire provice. The translator chose to omit the modal meaning and use the 
adverb marsikje, which is defined in SSKJ as expressing that something is taking place in 
multiple indeterminate locations (fran.si). Thus the translation expresses the meaning that is 
the polar opposite of the original: instead of expressing the possibility of the poor availability 
of medical services in the entire province, it expresses the factuality of the poor availability of 
medical services only in some parts of the province. 
6.2.2.4 Instances of No Translation 
 
In nine sentences, that is, 18% of the examples, the meaning of the modal auxiliary can is not 
translated. In two instances, it is clear why the meaning of can has not been transferred to the 
target language; in the remaining seven, however, it is not possible to determine why the 
modal meaning has been left out. Below are the former two examples: 
123. Or you can go to Cafe du Monde for beignets and cafe au lait. (NG) / Ali pa 
gremo v kavarno Cafe du Monde na hrustljav flancat in kavo z mlekom. (NG) 
124. They can advise patients to change their habits, or they can operate to fix an 
immediate problem. (NG) / Bolnikom lahko svetujejo, naj spremenijo svoje 
življenjske navade, ali pa poskušajo obstoječe težave rešiti s posegom. (NG) 
Thematically, sentence 123 is the continuation of the previous sentence in the article, 
presented below: 
                                                          
7 Usually 
8 Always 
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125. You can walk down Royal Street and look into antique shops, dreaming but 
never buying. (NG) / Lahko se sprehodimo po ulici Royal Street, si ogledujemo 
trgovine s starinami in sanjarimo, a nikoli ničesar ne kupimo. (NG) 
By inserting a comma instead of a full stop, both sentences could easily be merged into one, 
which would make the omission even less obvious. Whereas in English, sentence 123 would 
not have the same meaning if can was omitted, the Slovene translation would have exactly the 
same meaning even if lahko was inserted in the translation. The scope of lahko in sentence 
125 reaches beyond the clause in which it appears and encompasses every enumerated action, 
even if those actions are separated from lahko with a full stop.  
The same can be said of sentence 124. The only difference is that the two clauses are 
separated by a comma, not a full stop. Similarly, removing any of the two occurrences of the 
modal auxiliary in the English original would change the meaning of the sentence, while the 
Slovene translation would not be affected by an addition of another lahko. Again, the scope of 
lahko is broader than the scope of can. The omission of the modal meaning is therefore 
justified in both instances. 
Below are the seven instances where there seems to be no justification whatsoever for the 
omission of the modal meaning in the translations. Except for sentence 126, where the 
translator added the modal meaning of possibility where there is none in the original, all the 
translated sentence are just statements of fact: 
126. Although hearts suffer many maladies – [...] – coronary heart disease, which 
can lead to heart attack and ultimately to heart failure, is the number one killer of both 
men and women in the United States, where 500,000 die annually. (NG) / Čeprav 
lahko srce prizadenejo številne težave – [...] – je koronarna bolezen srca, ki vodi v 
srčni infarkt in končno srčno odpoved, med najpogostejšimi vzroki za smrt tako 
moških kot žensk. (NG) 
127. You can fly for hours in any direction outside the park and find no place else 
with such abundance. (NG) / Daleč naokrog jih ni toliko kot tukaj. (NG) 
128. Older children and adults, too, catch the disease – [...] – but most have 
developed just enough immunity to fight the parasites to a stalemate, though untreated 
malaria can persist for years, the fevers fading in and out. (NG) / Tudi starejši otroci in 
odrasli obolevajo za malarijo – [...] – vendar je pri večini imunski system že dovolj 
močan, da preživijo bolezen, ne izognejo pa se običajnim simptomom. (NG) 
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129. Curing almost all malaria cases can be worse than curing none. (NG) / Če 
pozdravimo skoraj vse primere malarije, je to slabše, kot če ne bi nobenega. (NG) 
130. But they can get so caught up trying to please, or seeming to, and declining 
offers, or seeming to, that true intentions are hidden. (NG) / Seveda pa ob vsej tej 
prijaznosti pravi nameni pogosto ostanejo prikriti. (NG) 
131. Throughout the forest you can find tremendous stumps with a cluster of 
second-generation trees, often called fairy rings, around their basis. (NG) / Povsod po 
gozdu vidite velikanske panje, okrog katerih raste obroč dreves druge generacije. (NG) 
132. It earns some of its keep by providing greenhouse gas reductions, which can be 
used to offset emissions. (NG) / Lastnikom nekaj zaslužka prinaša z zmanjševanjem 
izpustov toplogrednih plinov. (NG) 
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6.3 Factual and Theoretical Possibility in Comparison 
 
In English, the two types of possibility are clearly distinguished by the use of two different 
pairs of modal auxiliaries; in Slovene, on the other hand, the distinction is not as clear. In 
terms of the type of expression used, there is partial overlap. The lahko + finite verb 
construction is the most relevant example. It is used frequently in the translations of both 
types of possibility, though it is especially frequent in the translations of theoretical 
possibility. An example of each is below: 
133. To fish ecologists, jellyfish may indicate trouble. (NG) / Za ekologe, ki se 
ukvarjajo z ribami, pa so lahko meduze znamenje težav. (NG) 
134.  Whipped up by a hurricane, they can reach heights of more than a hundred 
feet, exerting a drag on the winds that created them. (NG) / Ko tropski ciklon razburka 
morje, lahko valovi dosežejo višino več kot 30 metrov in začno zavirati prav tiste 
vetrove, ki so jih ustvarili. (NG) 
The other construction that appears in the translations of both types of possibility is the adverb 
used in the predicative function. In both cases, especially with factual possibility, this 
construction occurs relatively infrequently. Below is an example of each: 
135. It may have killed Dante, the Italian poet. (NG) /Povsem mogoče je, da je 
povzročila smrt italijanskega pesnika Danteja.9 (NG)  
136. There is one man, however, who not only believes malaria can be defeated, he 
thinks he knows the key. (NG) / Nekdo pa ni le prepričan, da je malarijo mogoče 
premagati, temveč tudi misli, da pozna rešitev. (NG) 
The two relevant means of expressing theoretical possibility in the translations are also two of 
the means of expressing factual possibility, and while modal auxiliaries can be taken out of 
the equation due to their exceptional use, that leaves adverbials as the only dividing element.  
Things get even further complicated with the lahko + finite verb construction, as it also 
appears in the translations of the sentences with the subject-oriented can, i.e. in the sentences 
where the modal auxiliary can denotes ability of the subject. Two such examples are below: 
                                                          
9 The incorrect use of povsem is discussed in chapter 4.2.1.5. 
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137. The waterfall booms in the blackness, but as his eyes adjust, Steffen can make 
out the dimensions of the chasm. (Appenzeller, “The Big” 68) / Slap bobni v črno 
praznino in šele ko se oči privadijo temi, lahko Steffan oceni razsežnost brezna. 
(Appenzeller, “Velika” 68) 
138. It’s the only form of malaria that can attack the brain. And it can do so with 
extreme speed – few infectious agents can overwhelm the body as swiftly as 
falciparum. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 41) / To je edina oblika malarije, ki lahko prizadene 
možgane, in to lahko stori z izredno naglico – le redki povzročitelji bolezni lahko 
premagajo organizem tako hitro kot falciparum. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 51) 
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7 Conclusion 
 
This thesis has dealt with the issue of translating the English modal verbs into Slovene. 
Specifically, it examined the opposition of factual possibility, which is expressed by the 
epistemic modal pair may/might, and theoretical possibility, which is expressed by the neutral 
dynamic modal pair can/could, and how this opposition is translated into Slovene.  
In the first part, the theoretical background was presented. This included the presentation of 
the category of modality in general as well as the narrowing of focus on the epistemic pair 
may/might and the neutral dynamic pair can/could. Both pairs of modals were presented in 
detail in regard to the types of meanings they express, as well as their relation to tense, 
interrogation and negation. Modality in Slovene was discussed next, with the focus on the 
ways of expressing modality. 
This was followed by the empirical part. First, the methodology was explained. The research 
was based on the magazine National Geographic and its Slovene counterpart National 
Geographic Slovenija, which features the same articles as the English original and therefore 
offers a good platform for contrastive analysis. The results are therefore relevant to the genre 
of popular scientific text and do not necessarily reflect the state of affairs in other types of 
texts. For each of the two types of possibility, the results were presented in a table. Each 
expression that appeared in the translations was also discussed separately. Finally, the 
expressions that were used in the translations of the two types of possibility were contrasted. 
The conclusions are presented below. 
Epistemic modal auxiliaries may/might were translated by means of adverbials or the lahko + 
finite verb construction. Those two types of expressions represent three quarters of all the 
translations. Other types of expressions appear exceptionally. Neutral dynamic modal 
auxiliaries can/could were translated by means of the lahko + finite verb construction or by 
adverbs used in the predicative function. The former appears to be the definite go-to 
expression as it accounts for almost two thirds of all the translations. In neither of the two 
types of possibility are the corresponding modal auxiliaries used in any significant number. 
The only modal auxiliary that appears in the translations is utegniti and it only represents 4% 
of the translations of the epistemic modal auxiliary pair may/might. 
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There were instances of mistranslation with both types of possibility. What is interesting is 
that, in the case of factual possibility, a pattern seems to have emerged. It would seem that 
incorrect translations are likelier when may/might is followed by the perfect infinitive. Indeed, 
in all five cases of mistranslation, the English originals include the modal auxiliary followed 
by the perfect infinitive. The mistranslations are not confined to a single category of 
translations. They include the use of the incorrect adverbials, the wrong use of the semi-modal 
naj and the unwarranted premodification of the predicative. No such distinct pattern was 
noted in the case of theoretical possibility.     
There is an unexpectedly high percentage of examples where the meaning of the modal 
auxiliary is not translated in translations of both types of possibility. In very few of them was 
I able to come up with a reason for the omission. Indeed, in most of them, there seems to be 
no particular reason. In contrastive terms, a distinction can be made between cases of 
omission that are more or less harmless and those that have a bad effect on the translated text. 
The harmless omissions are those for which I was able to come up with sound explanations. 
The other omissions do have a negative effect on the translated text as they fundamentally 
change the meaning of the original by changing the sentences into statements of fact. This 
perhaps highlights a larger issue of Slovene when it comes to modality. It was already 
mentioned that modality is often not recognized as a distinct grammatical category; however, 
it would also seem that the importance of modality is frequently underestimated. Perhaps the 
reason for this is psychological – one may assume that such little words surely cannot have 
such a big impact on the meaning of the sentence. This would certainly explain why it seems 
to be so easy to leave it out.   
Based on the results of my analysis, I conclude that the Slovene translations mirror the 
distinction between the two types of possibility only partly. In fact, the only discernible 
difference is the use of adverbials, and this tips the balance towards there being no major 
difference between the two. However, the fact that adverbials appear in almost half of the 
translations of the epistemic modal pair may/might can certainly not be overlooked. It 
indicates that there is a substential difference after all. The use of adverbials is what sets the 
two types of possibility apart. If any other form was used, on the other hand, it would be 
difficult to determine whether the sentence is expressing factual or theoretical possibility.  
Last but not least, it is possible to come up with a translation pattern. In the case of both types 
of possibility, there were obvious preferences in regard to the types of expression used. One 
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cannot go wrong with the lahko + finite verb construction. I would not argue for a principled 
distinction between the lahko + finite verb construction and bi lahko + finite verb construction 
as I feel that the distinction is not clearly defined. I would suggest, however, that the bi lahko 
+ finite verb construction be used for instances of the unreal condition. For other cases, 
additional research is needed to determine precisely where the lines between the two should 
be drawn. Beside the lahko + finite verb construction, based on my research as well as that by 
Pisanski Peterlin, adverbials would seem to be the most natural construction for translating 
instances of factual possibility.  
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8 Povzetek 
 
V magistrskem delu obravnavam področje naklonskih glagolov v angleščini, s poudarkom na 
dveh vrstah možnosti, ki ju izražata dva para angleških naklonskih glagolov: par may/might 
izraža “dejansko možnost”, par can/could pa “teoretično možnost”. Raziskujem, kako se ti 
dve vrsti možnosti prevajata v slovenščino. V prvem delu naloge predstavim sistem 
naklonskih glagolov v angleščini. Osredotočim se na para naklonskih glagolov may/might in 
can/could. Teoretični del vključuje tudi predstavitev načinov izražanja naklonskosti v 
slovenščini. V drugem delu naloge na podlagi primerov iz angleške revije National 
Geographic ter slovenske revije National Geographic Slovenija raziskujem, s katerimi 
strukturami se obe vrsti možnosti prevajata s slovenščino. Rezultati so pokazali, da se v 
poljudnoznanstvenih besedilih dejanska možnost največkrat prevaja s prislovi, teoretična 
možnost pa s strukturo lahko + osebna glagolska oblika. 
Summary 
 
The thesis examines the field of modal verbs in English with an emphasis on two types of 
possibility, expressed by the two pairs of English modal verbs: the pair may/might expresses 
“factual possibility”, while the pair can/could expresses “theoretical possibility”. I investigate 
how these two types of possibility are translated into Slovene. The first part of the thesis 
presents the system of modal auxiliaries in English, focusing on the pairs may/might and 
can/could. The theoretical part also presents ways of expressing modality in Slovene. In the 
second part of the thesis, I investigate which structures are used in translations of both types 
of possibility. The research is based on the English magazine National Geographic and its 
Slovene counterpart National Geographic Slovenija. The results show that, in popular 
scientific texts, factual possibility is most frequently translated by the means of adverbials, 
while theoretical possibility is most frequently translated by the lahko + finite verb 
construction. 
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10 Appendix – A List of the English Examples and Slovene Translations 
Included in the Corpus 
 
Sentences 1 to 49 are examples of factual possibility. Sentences 1 to 14 are translated by the 
means of the lahko + finite verb construction, 15 to 37 by the means of adverbials, 38 and 39 
by the means of the modal auxiliary utegniti, sentence 40 by the means of the semi-modal naj, 
sentences 41 and 42 by the means of adverbs used in the predicative function, while in 
sentences 43 to 49 the meaning of the modal auxiliary is not translated. Sentences 50 to 97 are 
examples of theoretical possibility. Sentences 50 to 79 are translated by the means of the 
lahko + finite verb construction, 80 to 85 by the means of adverbs used in the predicative 
function, 86 to 88 by other means, while in sentences 89 to 97 the meaning of the modal 
auxiliary is not translated. 
1. And part of the reason was that ants exemplified a peculiarity that he said might have 
proved fatal to his theory of evolution. (Appenzeller, “Edward” 38) / Deloma zato, ker 
so bile mravlje poseben primer, ki bi lahko bile, kot je dejal, usodne za njegovo 
evolucijsko teorijo. (Appenzeller, “Od mravelj” 40) 
2. But in the process they may lose what makes them Inupiat. (Bourne, “Fall” 48) / Pri 
tem pa se lahko zgodi, da bodo izgubili tisto, zaradi česar so Inupiati. (Bourne, 
“Izgubljena” 62)  
3. If sites prove promising, oil and gas wells may spill farther across the slope – and the 
lost wilderness may be remembered as the cost of doing business. (Appenzeller, “Fall” 
55) / Če se lokacije izkažejo za obetavne, se lahko naftne in plinske vrtine še bolj 
razširijo. Izgubljene divjine se bomo morda spominjali le kot cene, plačane za 
sklepanje poslov. (Appenzeller, “Izgubljena” 69) 
4. One test well, of course, doesn’t characterize an entire field – 11 dry holes were drilled 
before they found Prudhoe – but it might explain why oil companies wanted to keep 
the bad news out of the highly charged political debate. (Appenzeller, “Fall” 76) / Ena 
poskusna vrtina še ne razkrije značilnosti celotnega območja. Preden so našli nafto v 
zalivu Prudhoe, so izvrtali 11 praznih lukenj. Lahko pa pomaga pri razlagi, zakaj so 
želele naftne družbe slabe novice zadržati čim dlje stran od močno razgrete politične 
razprave. (Appenzeller, “Izgubljena” 87-90) 
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5. He thinks it might be incense, maybe from the amphora’s reuse in medieval times. 
(Bennett, “In Rome” 99) / Meni, da bi to lahko bilo kadilo, morda iz srednjega veka, 
ko so amforo ponovno uporabljali. (Bennett, “Skrivnostni” 97)  
6. A harried graduate student jumps into the muddy pit and tosses up treasure: a lamp, 
several plates and bowls, small terra-cotta sculptures, and countless fragments of 
amphorae – much of which might date from the third or fourth century B.C. (Bennett, 
“In Rome” 99) / Študent takoj skoči v blatno jamo in spravi ven zaklad: svetilko, več 
krožnikov in skled, majhne plastike iz terakote in neštete črepinje amfor – marsikaj od 
tega lahko izvira iz tretjega ali četrtega stoletja pr. n. š. (Bennett, “Skrivnostni” 96) 
7. They may reveal plaques, but give no indication whether or not they are life-
threatening. (Kahn, “Mending” 55) / Pokažejo lahko žilne lehe, vendar ne povedo, ali 
so smrtno nevarne ali ne. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 57) 
8. To fish ecologists, jellyfish may indicate trouble. (Montaigne, “Still” 65) / Za ekologe, 
ki se ukvarjajo z ribami, pa so lahko meduze znamenje težav. (Montaigne, “Mirne” 
65) 
9. And occasionally, if something is unique, the Italian state may mandate that it be made 
accessible to the public. (Bennett, “In Rome” 102) / Če je najdba izjemna, pa lahko 
italijanska država odredi, da mora biti najdišče dostopno javnosti. (Bennett, 
“Skrivnostni” 97) 
10. As the glaciers retreat inland, the ocean may follow, prying them off their bed in a 
runaway process of collapse. (Appenzeller, “The Big” 64) / Lahko se zgodi, da bo 
ledenikom pri njihovem umikanju v notranjost sledil še ocean, jih odtrgal od podlage 
in tako še pospešil njihovo taljenje. (Appenzeller, “Velika” 64) 
11. ATCs are potent, but malaria experts fear that resistance may eventually develop, 
depriving doctors of their best tools. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 58) / ACT so učinkoviti, 
vendar se strokovnjaki za malarijo bojijo, da lahko zajedavci prej ali slej razvijejo 
odpornost in s tem razorožijo zdravnike. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 68) 
12. Scraping flesh from a bone also removes the DNA of microorganisms that might 
otherwise contaminate the sample. (Hall, “Last” 43) / Prazgodovinski kanibalizem je 
za sodobno molekularno biologijo nekaj zelo dobrega, saj je bil pri strganju mesa s 
kosti odstranjen tudi DNK mikroorganizmov, s katerimi bi se sicer lahko konteminiral 
vzorec. (Hall, “Poslednji” 47) 
13. If so, it might have complications for their brain development, which in turn might 
help explain why they disappeared. (Hall, “Last” 52) / Če ta domneva drži, bi to lahko 
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vplivalo na razvoj njihovih možganov, to pa bi lahko pomagalo pojasniti, zakaj so 
umrli. (Hall, “Poslednji” 54) 
14. “All these plantations might as well be growing corn.” (Bourne, “Redwoods” 48) / 
“Na vseh teh plantažah bi lahko rastla tudi koruza.” (Bourne, “Sekvoje” 62) 
15. Leading researchers at a hundred medical centers are working on antimalarial 
medicines, but a medicinal plant described 1,700 years ago may be the best remedy 
available. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 43) / Vodilni raziskovalci v stotih zdravstvenih centrih se 
trudijo razviti zdravilo proti malariji, a zdravilna rastlina, prvič opisana že pred 1700 
leti, je še vedno nemara najboljše zdravilo, kar jih je na voljo. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 53) 
16.  The model grips a spear to signify that females may have hunted with the males. 
(Hall, “Last” 36) / Ženska na risbi drži v rokah sulico, saj so se ženske verjetno 
udeleževale lova skupaj z moškimi. (Hall, “Poslednji” 40) 
17. Trinkaus believes thay indeed may have mated occasionally. (Hall, “Last” 42). / 
Trinkaus meni, da je verjetno občasno res prihajalo do spolnega občevanja med 
neandertalci in modernimi ljudmi. (Hall, “Poslednji” 46). 
18. Although speed has always been his trademark, he may not yet have understood that 
his speed was preternatural. (Alexander, “Murdering” 55-56) / Čeprav je od nekdaj 
slovel po svoji hitrosti, se očitno ni zavedal, da ga drugi ne morejo dohajati. 
(Alexander “Umor” 73) 
19. It may turn out that highly evolved societies with this level of altruism tend strongly to 
divide into groups that then fight against each other. (Appenzeller, “Edward” 40) / 
Morda se bo izkazalo, da so zelo razvite družbe, v katerih je altruizem na visoki ravni, 
močno usmerjene k temu, da bi se razdelile na skupine in se potem bojevale med 
seboj. (Appenzeller “Od mravelj” 44)  
20. If sites prove promising, oil and gas wells may spill farther across the slope – and the 
lost wilderness may be remembered as the cost of doing business. (Bourne, “Fall” 55) 
/ Če se lokacije izkažejo za obetavne, se lahko naftne in plinske vrtine še bolj razširijo. 
Izgubljene divjine se bomo morda spominjali le kot cene, plačane za sklepanje poslov. 
(Bourne, “Izgubljena” 69) 
21. The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge may be the only spot on the entire North Slope 
where the American public hasn’t acted like absentee landlords. (Bourne, “Fall” 72) / 
Arktični naravni rezervat je morda edino območje ne celotni Severni strani, do 
katerega se ameriška javnost ni obnašala na podobno brezbrižen način, kot se obnašajo 
v oddaljenem mestu živeči dediči opuščene kmetije. (Bourne, “Izgubljena” 86)  
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22. But with oil prices climbing and Arctic ice melting, it may soon be profitable to put 
those fields in play. (Bourne, “Fall” 76) / A ob naraščanju cen nafte in taljenju 
arktičnega ledu se bo morda odprtje teh naftnih polj kmalu izkazalo za poslovno 
upravičeno. (Bourne, “Izgubljena” 90)  
23. Though she kept a Moche woman’s traditional braids, this extraordinary female may 
have taken up the masculine trappings of power once she rose to the top of the 
hierarchy at El Brujo. (Williams, “Mystery” 83) / Čeprav je ohranila tradicijonalno 
močejsko žensko nošo, je morda ta izjemna ženska potem, ko se je povzpela na vrh 
hierarhije v El Bruju, privzela moško vladarsko opravo. (Williams, “Skrivnost” 95) 
24. He says that it might be resin used to seal the amphora, a rare find. (Bennett, “In 
Rome” 99) / Pravi, da gre morda za smolo, s katero so pečatili amfore, to pa je redka 
najdba. (Bennett, “Skrivnostni” 96-97) 
25. Now discoveries about genetic triggers may help us spot trouble before it starts. 
(Kahn, “Mending” 40) / Morda bodo odkritja o njenih genskih sprožilcih pomagala 
preprečiti težave, preden se pojavijo. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 42) 
26. Bertrand thought others in the herd might have trampled her as they fled, or that her 
female guardian had sat on her in an effort to get her moving. (Fay, “Ivory” 64) / 
Bertrand je pripomnil, da so jo morda poteptali preostali člani črede med begom ali pa 
se je nanjo preveč naslonila večja samica, ko ji je skušala pomagati, da vstane. (Fay, 
“Vojna” 64) 
27. At that point the ice streams may stop accelerating. (Appenzeller, “The Big” 64) / 
Tako se lahko stali ves plavajoči led okoli Grenlandije in takrat se bo morda 
premikanje ledenikov spet upočasnilo. (Appenzeller, “Velika” 64)  
28. That may have happened 130,000 years ago, the last time seas rose higher than today. 
(Appenzeller, “The Big” 68) / To se je morda že zgodilo pred 130.000 leti, zadnjikrat, 
ko so morja segala višje kot danes. (Appenzeller, “Velika” 68)  
29. It may not seem that way from the vantage point of a wealthy country, where malaria 
is sometimes thought of, if it is thought of at all, as a problem that has mostly been 
solved, like smallpox or polio. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 41) / Prebivalcem razvitih držav se 
morda ne zdi tako. Če sploh kdaj pomislimo na malarijo, se nam zdi to že presežena 
težava, podobno kot črne koze ali poliomyelitis. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 51) 
30. Meanwhile, global warming may be allowing the insects to colonize higher altitudes 
and farther latitudes. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 58) / Medtem pa globalno segrevanje morda 
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ustvarja ugodne razmere za selitev žuželk na večje višine in proti bolj odmaknjenih 
zemljepisnim širinam. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 68) 
31. Youssef thinks it may be the fabled “lost” Bronze Age land of Aratta, circa 2700 B.C., 
reputedly legendary for magnificent crafts that found their way to Mesopotamia. 
(Giudice, “Persia” 47-48) / Youssef meni, da gre morda za bajeslovno “izgubljeno” 
deželo Arata iz bronaste dobe, iz časa okrog 2700 pr. n. š., ki naj bi slovela po sijajnih 
rokodelskih izdelkih, znanih celo v Mezopotamiji. (Giudice, “Perzija” 40) 
32. It may have happened, other researchers say, but not often, and not in a way that left 
behind any evidence. (Hall, “Last” 42) / Morda je do njega kdaj res prišlo, pravijo 
drugi raziskovalci, a ne pogosto in ne na način, ki bi pustil za samo kakršnekoli 
dokaze. (Hall, “Poslednji” 46) 
33. So, while the new genetic evidence appears to confirm that Neanderthals were a 
separate species from us, it also suggests that they may have possessed human 
language and were successful over a far larger sweep of Eurasia than previously 
thought. (Hall, “Last” 52) / Tako torej ob novih genetskih dokazih, ki potrjujejo, da so 
bili neandertalci druga vrsta kot mi, vzniknejo tudi dokazi, da so se morda 
sporazumevali z govorom in da so poseljevali veliko večje območje Evrazije, kot smo 
sprva domnevali. (Hall, “Poslednji” 52-54)  
34. A few more people in the social unit, with a few more skills, might have given modern 
humans an edge when conditions turned harsh. (Hall, “Last” 54) / Ko so se razmere 
poslabšale, so bili moderni ljudje v skupinah, ki so štele nekaj več ljudi, hkrati pa so 
imeli malce več znanja in spretnosti, morda v nekoliko boljšem položaju. (Hall, 
“Poslednji” 56) 
35. Two decades later, a new solar revolution may be ready to begin. (Johnson, 
“Plugging” 38) / Dve desetletji pozneje je morda čas za začetek nove sončne 
revolucije. (Johnson, “Priklop” 40) 
36. This time we might just make it. (Johnson, “Plugging” 50) / Tokrat nam bo morda 
uspelo. (Johnson, “Priklop” 52) 
37. With a new administration in Washington promising to take on global warming and 
loosen the grip of foreign oil, solar energy may finally be coming of age. (Johnson, 
“Plugging” 34) / Če se bodo uresničile obljube nove administracije v Washingtonu, da 
se bo resneje spoprijela z globalnim segrevanjem in zmanjšala odvistnost ZDA od 
nafte iz uvoza, se bo sončna energija morda končno uvrstila med pomembnejše vire 
energije v ZDA. (Johnson, “Priklop” 36) 
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38. The giant, or Atlantic, bluefin possesses another extraordinary attribute, one that may 
prove to be its undoing: Its buttery belly meat, liberally layered with fat, is considered 
the finest sushi in the world. (Montaigne, “Still” 42) / Atlantski modroplavuti tun ima 
še eno izjemno lastnost, ki pa utegne biti zanj usodna: mehko meso z njegovega 
trebuha, ki je bogato obloženo z maščobo, je po mnenju sladokuscev najboljši suši na 
svetu. (Montaigne, “Mirne” 42) 
39. Sillett says this is true for the tallest eucalyptus trees in Australia too, and he thinks it 
may be true for other trees around the world. (Bourne, “Redwoods” 58) / Sillett je 
dejal, da to drži tudi za najvišje evkalipte v Avstraliji in da bi prav tako utegnilo veljati 
za druge vrste dreves po svetu. (Bourne, “Sekvoje” 72) 
40. We went south again to check on an elephant we thought might have been wounded 
by poachers; she was limping hard, likely having taken a bullet in the leg. (Fay, 
“Ivory” 57) / Spet gremo na jug, da bi našli slonico, ki naj bi jo ranili divji lovci. Zelo 
je šepala, saj jo je najbrž v nogo zadela krogla. (Fay, “Vojna” 57)  
41. Whatever the suite of cultural buffers, they may well have provided an extra, albeit 
thin, layer of insulation against the harsh climatic stresses that Stringer argues peaked 
right around the time the Neanderthal vanished. (Hall, “Last” 54) / Kakršnikoli že so 
bili ti kulturni blažilci, prav mogoče je, da so dajali ljudem dodatno, čeprav tanko plast 
zaščite pred neprijetnimi posledicami podnebnih sprememb, ki so bile po trditvah 
Stringerja največje prav v času izginotja neandertalcev. (Hall, “Poslednji” 56) 
42. It may have killed Dante, the Italian poet. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 46). / Povsem mogoče je, 
da je povzročila smrt italijanskega pesnika Danteja. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 53)  
43. Who knows what treasures lie along the way, he says, noting that archaeologists had 
recently pulled a colossal head of Emperor Constantine from a sewer just like this, 
prompting speculation that the first Christian emperor may have been the victim of 
damnation memoriae, as the practice of obliterating the memory of despised emperors 
was known in ancient Rome. (Bennett, “In Rome” 93) / “Kdo ve, kakšni zakladi ležijo 
ob poti,” pravi in pripomni, da so arheologi pred kratkim v prav takem kanalu našli 
čudovito glavo cesarja Konstantina. To zbuja domnevo, da je bil prvi krščanski cesar 
žrtev damnation memoriae (ʿizbris spominaʼ), navade starih Rimljanov, da so 
odstranili vse, kar je spominjalo na cesarja, ki so ga začeli zaničevati. (Bennett, 
“Skrivnostni” 89) 
44. To non-climbers it may be difficult to convey the extent and grandeur of Reinhold 
Messner’s accomplishments. (Alexander, “Murdering” 48) / Ljudem, ki se ne spoznajo 
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na plezanje, je težko pojasniti vso veličino in obsežnost Messnerjevih dosežkov. 
(Alexander, “Umor” 66) 
45. Since 1900, many species may have declined by nearly 90 percent, and it’s getting 
worse. (Montaigne, “Still” 37) / Od leta 1900 so se populacije številnih ribjih vrst 
zmanjšale za skoraj 90 odstotkov, razmere pa se še slabšajo. (Montaigne, “Mirne 37) 
46. The global trade in live reef fish may top a billion dollars a year, with many species 
captured by cyanide or traps. (Montaigne, “Still” 63) / V svetovni trgovini z živimi 
ribami s koralnih grebenov se na leto obrne okoli 750 milijonov evrov. Številne vrste 
lovijo s cianidom ali pastmi. (Montaigne, “Mirne” 63) 
47. The little-known people who raised what may be an eroded citadel mound were 
contemporary with the builders of Mesopotamia. (Giudice, “Persia” 49) / Malo znano 
ljudstvo, ki je postavilo od vode razdejani obrambni nasip, je bilo sodobnik graditeljev 
Mezopotamije. (Giudice, “Perzija” 43) 
48. Redwood cones, oddly enough, are tiny – the size of an olive – and may produce seeds 
only sporadically. (Bourne, “Redwoods” 37) / Presenetljivo drobni pa so sekvojevi 
storži – veliki so približno kot olive – in le občasno so v njih semena. (Bourne, 
“Sekvoje” 52) 
49. But I think he may also believe in the opposite: “If I cease to do, I will not be.” 
(Alexander, “Murdering” 67) / Mislim pa, da zanj velja tudi nasprotno: “Če bom 
prenehal delati, me ne bo več.” (Alexander, “Umor” 85) 
50. So I turned to ants, because I could collect them in bottles of alcohol. (Appenzeller, 
“Edward” 37) / Tako sem se odločil za mravlje, ker sem jih lahko hranil v steklenicah 
z alkoholom. (Appenzeller, “Od mravelj” 40) 
51. Well, when people say that sort of thing, you can respond quickly that you’re not 
going to get anywhere until you do this science, and furthermore, you’re going to 
make all sorts of discoveries while you’re doing it. (Appenzeller, “Edward” 38) / No, 
ko ljudje rečejo kaj takega, lahko hitro odgovorite, da ne boste prišli nikamor, dokler 
ne boste tega raziskali, poleg tega pa boste odkrili vrsto stvari, medtem ko boste to 
počeli. (Appenzeller, “Od mravelj” 40)  
52. With NPRA leases coming on line, Nuiqsut is practically surrounded by drill rigs, ice 
roads, and seismic teams during the long winter drilling season when heavy equipment 
can move around the tundra. (Bourne, “Fall” 50) / Tik pred odločanjem o razdelitvi 
koncesij NPRA je bila v Nuiqsutu dolga zimska sezona vrtanja saj se lahko težka 
mehanizacija premika samo po zamrznjeni tundra, tako da je bila vas tako rekoč 
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obkrožena z vrtalnimi napravami, cestami na ledu in ekipami seizmologov. (Bourne, 
“Izgubljena” 64) 
53. There will be times when you can cross Bourbon Street in front of traffic, knowing all 
the time they won’t dare hit you because this is the Big Easy, and you can do anything 
you like. (Gaines, “Where” 55) / Prišli bodo časi, ko bo glavno turistično ulico 
Bourbon Street spet mogoče prečkati sredi najgostejšega prometa, ker boste vedeli, da 
vas tam ne bo nihče podrl. Navsezadnje ima mesto vzdevek “The Big Easy”, saj je 
znano po sproščenosti; tam lahko počnemo vse, kar se nam zljubi. (Gaines, “Kam” 65-
66) 
54. You can walk down Royal Street and look into antique shops, dreaming but never 
buying. (Gaines, “Where” 55) / Lahko se sprehodimo po ulici Royal Street, si 
ogledujemo trgovine s starinami in sanjarimo, a nikoli ničesar ne kupimo. (Gaines, 
“Kam” 66) 
55. Forecasts today can get hurricane tracks wrong by hundreds of miles and wind speeds 
by tens of miles per hour. (Hayden, “Super” 68) / Sedanje napovedi poti hurikanov so 
namreč lahko napačne za več sto kilometrov, pri hitrostih vetra pa lahko zgrešijo za 
več deset kilometrov na uro. (Hayden, “Uničujoči” 78) 
56. In a matter of hours, a Category 5 storm can fade to a Category 3, or a mere tropical 
storm can explode into a killer. (Hayden, “Super” 71) / Tak ciklon 5. kategorije lahko 
na primer v samo nekaj urah oslabi do 3. kategorije, navadna tropska nevihta pa lahko 
eksplodira v pravo pošast. (Hayden, “Uničujoči” 81)  
57. Whipped up by a hurricane, they can reach heights of more than a hundred feet, 
exerting a drag on the winds that created them. (Hayden, “Super” 75) / Ko tropski 
ciklon razburka morje, lahko valovi dosežejo višino več kot 30 metrov in začno 
zavirati prav tiste vetrove, ki so jih ustvarili. (Hayden, “Uničujoči” 85) 
58. “You can get a forecast one to two categories wrong if you don’t get the waves right.” 
(Hayden, “Super” 75) / “Pri napovedi se lahko zmotiš za kategorijo ali dve, če 
napačno oceniš valove.” (Hayden, “Uničujoči” 85) 
59. At that moment the father could triumph; he had been proven irrefutably right. 
(Alexander, “Murdering” 52) / Takrat je oče lahko slavil zmago, dokazal je, da ima 
brez dvoma prav. (Alexander, “Umor” 70) 
60. To help stem this lethal tide, cardiologists can prescribe such cholesterol-lowering 
drugs as statins to help keep arteries clear. (Kahn, “Mending” 47) / Da bi zajezili 
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usodno plimo, lahko kardiologi predpišejo zdravila za zniževanje holesterola, na 
primer statine, ki ohranjajo arterije prehodne. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 49) 
61. They can advise patients to change their habits, or they can operate to fix an 
immediate problem. (Kahn, “Mending” 47) / Bolnikom lahko svetujejo, naj 
spremenijo svoje življenjske navade, ali pa poskušajo obstoječe težave rešiti s 
posegom. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 49) 
62. This is where bits of of sticky, waxy cholesterol and fat can seep into the artery wall 
and oxidize, like butter going rancid. (Kahn, “Mending” 48) / Tu lahko v žilno steno 
vstopajo delci lepljivega, voskastega holesterola in maščob ter oksidirajo kot maslo, ki 
postane žarko. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 50) 
63. The clot blocks the flow of blood to the heart muscle, which can die from lack of 
oxygen and nutrients. (Kahn, “Mending” 48) / Strdek prekine dotok krvi v srčno 
mišico, ki lahko zaradi pomanjkanja kisika in drugih hranil odmre. (Kahn, 
“Zdravljenje” 50) 
64. Cholesterol in the blood can enter arterial walls, causing plaque to form. (Kahn, 
“Mending” 54) / Holesterol iz krvi lahko pride v steno arterije in povzroči nastanek 
lehe. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 56) 
65. Plaque can build up for decades and suddenly rupture into the bloodstream with 
deadly consequences. (Kahn, “Mending” 54) / Lehe lahko nastajajo desetletja, nato pa 
se nenadoma raztrgajo v žilno svetlino – z usodnimi posledicami. (Kahn, 
“Zdravljenje” 56) 
66. “You can buy guns and ammunition in those places as easily as a camel,” he said. 
(Fay, “Ivory” 64) / “Tam lahko kupiš puške in strelivo tako preprosto kot kamelo,” je 
razložil. (Fay, “Vojna” 64) 
67. In the past, researchers riding snowmobiles to outlying instrument stations could still 
count on firm snow as late as May; last year they got stuck in slush. (Appenzeller, 
“The Big” 64) / V preteklosti so se raziskovalci, ki so z motornimi sanmi vozili do 
oddaljenih merilnih postaj v notranjosti, lahko računali na trden sneg do konca maja; 
lani so obtičali v brozgi. (Appenzeller, “Velika” 61) 
68. Fifty thousand of them could swim in a pool the size of the period at the end of this 
sentence. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 41) / V kapljici, veliki kot pika na koncu te povedi, bi jih 
lahko plavalo petdeset tisoč. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 51) 
69. An African youth can be happily playing soccer in the morning and dead of 
falciparum malaria that night. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 41) / Zgodi se lahko, da afriški otrok 
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dopoldne še veselo brca žogo, ponoči pa že umre za to obliko malarije. (Finkel, 
“Norišnica” 51) 
70. It is almost entirely rural; many villages can be reached only by thin footpaths worn 
into the beet-red soil. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 42) / Je skoraj povsem podeželska in 
nerazvita; do številnih vasi lahko pridete le po ozkih stezah, uhojenih po temnordeči 
prsti. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 52) 
71.   Almost everyone could get to a doctor; windows could be screened; resources were 
available to bulldoze mosquito-breeding swamps. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 46) / Skoraj vsak 
si je lahko privoščil zdravnika; lahko so zamrežili okna; na voljo so bila finančna 
sredstva za zasutje močvirij, v katerih so se razmnoževali komarji. (Finkel, 
“Norišnica” 56) 
72. Other drugs can still play a role in treatment, but the parasites have developed 
resistance to all of them, including quinine itself. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 54) / Druga 
zdravilo še vedno lahko odigrajo določeno vlogo pri zdravljenju, vendar je zajedavec 
razvil odpornost proti vsem, s kininom vred. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 64) 
73. There, ACTs can cost more than a dollar a dose – virtually unaffordable in a country 
where more than 70 percent of the population survives on less than a dollar a day. 
(Finkel, “Bedlam” 54-58) / Tam lahko odmerek ACT stane skoraj en evro – česar pa si 
v državi, v kateri več kot 70 odstotkov prebivalcev shaja z manj kot evrom na dan, 
skoraj nihče ne more privoščiti. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 68) 
74. It can be read as a call for religious and ethnic freedom; it banned slavery and 
oppression of any kind, the taking of property by force or without compensation; and 
it gave member states the right to subject themselves to Cyrus’s crown, or not. 
(Giudice, “Persia” 49) / Lahko jo beremo kot zahtevo po verski in etnični svobodi; 
prepovedovala je suženjstvo in vsakršno zatiranje, odvzemanje imovine s silo ali brez 
nadomestila; in državam članicam je priznavala pravico, de se bodisi podredijo Kirovi 
oblasti ali pa ne. (Giudice, “Perzija” 43) 
75. The notion that you can log a forest without levelling it isn’t new. (Bourne, 
“Redwoods” 44) / Razmišljanje, da v gozdu lahko sekaš, ne da bi ga do golega 
posekal, ni novo. (Bourne, “Sekvoje” 58) 
76. Photovoltaic panels can be placed on rooftops at the point where the power is needed. 
(Johnson, “Plugging” 35) / Fotonapetostne plošče (module) pa lahko namestimo na 
strehe stavb tam, kjer potrebujemo energijo. (Johnson, “Priklop” 37) 
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77. “You can cover parking lots with photovoltaic.” (Johnson, “Plugging” 39) / “S 
fotonapetostnimi ploščami lahko denimo prekriješ parkirišče.” (Johnson, “Priklop” 41) 
78. “You can put it on house roofs.” (Johnson, “Plugging” 39) / “Lahko jih namestiš na 
strehe.” (Johnson, “Priklop” 41) 
79. “But if it’s cheap, you can paint your walls, hook it up, and go.” (Johnson, “Plugging” 
42) / “A če bodo poceni, boš lahko z njimi prebarval stene hiše, se priklopil in užival!” 
(Johnson, “Priklop” 44) 
80. It can be achieved in many of these countries where the greatest destruction is 
occurring because incomes may be just a few hundred dollars a year. (Appenzeller, 
“Edward” 40) / To je mogoče v mnogih deželah, v katerih je opustošenje največje, ker 
imajo ljudje le nekaj desettisočakov prihodna na leto. (Appenzeller, “Od mravelj” 44)  
81. There are reasons to believe that where most of the biodiversity occurs, the tropical 
forest, grasslands, and shallow marine areas, a lot can be saved. (Appenzeller, 
“Edward” 40) / Upravičeno lahko upamo, da je mogoče še veliko rešiti tam, kjer je 
biotska pestrost največja: v topskih gozdovih, travnatih pokrajinah in plitvem obalnem 
morju (Appenzeller, “Od mravelj” 44)  
82. Some things, like amphorae shreds, can be quickly dismissed. (Bennett, “In Rome” 
102) / Črepinje amfor je mogoče hitro pospraviti, stavbe pa je morda treba narisati, 
izmeriti in še drugače dokumentirati. (Bennet, “Skrivnostni” 97) 
83. There will be times when you can cross Bourbon Street in front of traffic, knowing all 
the time they won’t dare hit you because this is the Big Easy, and you can do anything 
you like. (Gaines, “Where” 55) / Prišli bodo časi, ko bo glavno turistično ulico 
Bourbon Street spet mogoče prečkati sredi najgostejšega prometa, ker boste vedeli, da 
vas tam ne bo nihče podrl. Navsezadnje ima mesto vzdevek “The Big Easy”, saj je 
znano po sproščenosti; tam lahko počnemo vse, kar se nam zljubi. (Gaines, “Kam” 65-
66) 
84. Zakouma is the last place on Earth where you can see more than a thousand elephants 
on the move in a single, compact herd. (Fay, “Ivory” 47) / Zakouma je zadnji kraj na 
zemlji – da, resnično zadnji – kjer je mogoče na enem samem mestu videti več kot 
tisoč slonov v strnjeni čredi. (Fay, “Vojna” 47) 
85. There is one man, however, who not only believes malaria can be defeated, he thinks 
he knows the key. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 62) / Nekdo pa ni le prepričan, da je malarijo 
mogoče premagati, temveč tudi misli, da pozna rešitev. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 72) 
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86. Waves, on the other hand, can blunt a storm. (Hayden, “Super” 75) / Po drugi strani 
valovi nevihto navadno oslabijo. (Hayden, “Uničujoči” 85) 
87. “You can overview a mountain from down, from a certain distance, but never from 
upwards, and this is very important to understand.” (Alexander, “Murdering” 55) / 
“Treba je razumeti, da goro vedno opazuješ od spodaj, od daleč, nikoli ne od zgoraj.” 
(Alexander, “Umor” 73) 
88. In the North-Western Province, competent medical help can be difficult to find. 
(Finkel, “Bedlam” 42) / V Severozahodni province je marsikje težko priti do 
kakovostnih zdravstvenih storitev. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 52) 
89. Or you can go to Cafe du Monde for beignets and cafe au lait. (Gaines, “Where” 55) / 
Ali pa gremo v kavarno Cafe du Monde na hrustljav flancat in kavo z mlekom. 
(Gaines, “Kam” 66) 
90. They can advise patients to change their habits, or they can operate to fix an 
immediate problem. (Kahn, “Mending” 47) / Bolnikom lahko svetujejo, naj 
spremenijo svoje življenjske navade, ali pa poskušajo obstoječe težave rešiti s 
posegom. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 49) 
91. Although hearts suffer many maladies – valves leak, membranes become inflamed – 
coronary heart disease, which can lead to heart attack and ultimately to heart failure, is 
the number one killer of both men and women in the United States, where 500,000 die 
annually. (Kahn, “Mending” 47) / Čeprav lahko srce prizadenejo številne težave – 
puščanje zaklopk, vnetje srčnih ovojnic – je koronarna bolezen srca, ki vodi v srčni 
infarct in končno srčno odpoved, med najpogostejšimi vzroki za smrt tako moških kot 
žensk. (Kahn, “Zdravljenje” 49) 
92. You can fly for hours in any direction outside the park and find no place else with 
such abundance. (Fay, “Ivory” 54) / Daleč naokrog jih ni toliko kot tukaj. (Fay, 
“Vojna” 54) 
93. Older children and adults, too, catch the disease – pregnant women are especially 
prone – but most have developed just enough immunity to fight the parasites to a 
stalemate, though untreated malaria can persist for years, the fevers fading in and out. 
(Finkel, “Bedlam” 41-42) / Tudi starejši otroci in odrasli obolevajo za malarijo – zlasti 
so dovzetne nosečnice – vendar je pri večini imunski system že dovolj močan, da 
preživijo bolezen, ne izognejo pa se običajnim simptomom. (Finkel, “Norišnica” 51) 
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94. Curing almost all malaria cases can be worse than curing none. (Finkel, “Bedlam” 43) 
/ Če pozdravimo skoraj vse primere malarije, je to slabše, kot če ne bi nobenega. 
(Finkel, “Norišnica” 53) 
95. But they can get so caught up trying to please, or seeming to, and declining offers, or 
seeming to, that true intentions are hidden. (Giudice, “Persia” 43-46) / Seveda pa ob 
vsej tej prijaznosti pravi nameni pogosto ostanejo prikriti. (Giudice, “Perzija” 37) 
96. Throughout the forest you can find tremendous stumps with a cluster of second-
generation trees, often called fairy rings, around their basis. (Bourne, “Redwoods” 37) 
/ Povsod po gozdu vidite velikanske panje, okrog katerih raste obroč dreves druge 
generacije. (Bourne, “Sekvoje” 51-52) 
97. It earns some of its keep by providing greenhouse gas reductions, which can be used 
to offset emissions. (Bourne, “Redwoods” 49) / Lastnikom nekaj zaslužka prinaša z 
zmanjševanjem izpustov toplogrednih plinov. (Bourne, “Sekvoje” 63) 
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11 Izjava o avtorstvu 
 
Izjavljam, da je magistrsko delo v celoti moje avtorsko delo ter da so uporabljeni viri in 
literatura navedeni v skladu s strokovnimi standardi in veljavno zakonodajo. 
Idrija, 10. marec 2019                                                                                           Gašper Grahelj   
 
 
